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new season is upon 
us! And like a breath 
of fresh air, it brings 
with it the promise of 
new beginnings and a 
bouquet of dreams ready 

to come true. This month, our Spring issue 
is packed with exciting new adventures and 
creative flavours to put a spring in your step!

We begin with a journey to some of the 
most colourful destinations in the world, 
perfect for a fun-filled spring vacation with 
your friends and family—from the azure 
meadows of Japan and the green valleys in 
Kerala, to a rainbow-coloured spectacle in 
Peru! From there, we take you to Singapore to 
experience its latest delights. Be mesmerised 
by a re-creation of the marvellous world from 
the movie Avatar or reach for the heavens in 
the thrilling SkyHelix Sentosa ride. There’s 
something for everyone here! Our story on 
Cape Town offers a deep dive into the vibrant 
culture and nightlife of the port city. While 
here at home, dig into the sumptuous cuisines 
of Goa, with our selection of its most iconic 
dishes. For a taste of the unusual, check out 
our Photo Essay on some of the most unique 
gardens to be seen across the globe.                

We chat with multi-talented actor Richa 
Chadha about her wedding, new projects, 
and travel plans this year. Ace mountaineer 
Anshu Jamsenpa enthrals with her account of 
being the world’s first woman to climb Mount 
Everest twice in one season! Create the garden 
of your dreams with our ideas for gorgeous 
outdoor décor, spruce up your wardrobe with 
the latest spring fashion trends, and treat your 
silky tresses to some loving care with the best 
luxury hair products on offer! And finally, 
discover the newest cars unveiled at Auto Expo 
2023 for an exhilarating race to the finish! 

- Team Vistara

THE INFLIGHT MAGAZINE
The Spring  Issue

The striking Dolomites mountains  
reflected in the crystal-clear waters  

of the breathtaking Lake Braies, Italy. 

A
From Vistara  
to you... 

Vistara crosses the US$1 billion revenue mark in FY23!
Vistara is the first airline in India to add Airbus A321LR to its fleet. 
Possessing a longer-range capability, the addition of this aircraft 
will enable us to further expand our international network. 
 We’re painting the skies aubergine! 
 Starting 1 March 2023, #FlyTheNewFeeling to Dammam with 
daily non-stop flights from Mumbai.
 Flying to North Goa just got easier with Manohar International 
Airport (New Goa International Airport) becoming a part of 
Vistara’s network. Direct daily flights available from  Bengaluru 
and 6x weekly flights from Mumbai. Vistara already flies to 
Dabolim Airport (Goa International Airport) from Delhi, Mumbai, 
and Bengaluru.

VISTARA HIGHLIGHTS

A vista of lush greenery in 
scenic Munnar, India. 
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BONDS TO NURTURE
Rediscover the joy of spending time with your loved ones

Life is a journey, and the people we share it with make all the difference.
At Six Senses Fort Barwara, we believe in celebrating your meaningful bonds

and reminding you to slow down and cherish them.

Revel in the charm of a bygone era and indulge in a host of tailor-made experiences to
create unforgettable moments in one of the most stunning places on earth.

Reserve a minimum of two nights for our thoughtfully curated ‘Ultimate Fort Experience’ package that 
includes transfers, all meals with destination dining options, heritage and horticulture walks and hikes, movie 

night, cooking session, group yoga, signature spa massage, and tiger safari at Ranthambore National Park.

SIX SENSES FORT BARWARA
near Ranthambore, Rajasthan  

sixsenses.com 
E: reservations-fortbarwara@sixsenses.com  T: +91 9579 88 99 00
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C O N T E N T S
T H E  S P R I N G  I S S U E

56
The Celeb Diary
Talented actress Richa 
Chadha tells us about her 
wedding, debut as a movie 
producer, and new shows

60
Luxe Picks
Explore new vehicles from 
Auto Expo 2023, lush 
haircare products, and 
delightful outdoor décor

94
Destination
Experience the rich history, 
eclectic neighbourhoods, 
and vibrant culture of 
beautiful Cape Town 

98
Cover Story
Singaporeʼs newest 
attractions and experiences 
ensure thereʼs something for 
everyone to enjoy

@airvistara @vistara Vistara - TATA SIA Airlines Ltd.@vistara

ON THE COVER The lavender hues of the 
scenic Gardens by the Bay, Singapore.

Richa Chadha  chats with us about 
life after marriage and future projects.

A mesmerising vista with shades of 
blue at Hitachi Seaside Park, Japan. 

Sleek and stylish 
hiking gear
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C O N T E N T S
VISTA
10 Snapshots of Darjeeling, 
Bengaluru, and Kathmandu 

#TRENDING
30 Fashion
Spring fashion trends straight 
from international runways
40 Food & Drinks
Refreshingly delicious seasonal 
recipes from famous chefs  
46 Hiking Gear
Smart, convenient, and stylish 
products for adventurous treks

SUITCASE
74 Business Trends 
The rise and challenges of the 
Electric Vehicles industry in India 
82 Food Trails
Lip-smacking Goan dishes to 
indulge the palate  
86 Spring Colours
Seven gorgeous destinations 
from across the globe to match 
the seasonʼs colour palette

ESCAPE
104 Canvas
A selection of some of the most 
spectacular and unusual gardens 
in the world

VISTARA CURATES
114 The best in luxury, lifestyle, 
and hospitality this month 

DISCLAIMER:
While this issue might inspire you to travel, we ask that you thoroughly 

research the destination and its regulatory pre-requisites, and travel only 
if it is safe to do so. Please continue to cooperate with government 

advisories for the safety of yourself and your co-travellers.

The Ministry of Civil Aviation has 
upgraded its Air Sewa portal which is 

accessible through an interactive web 
portal and a mobile app.

The new version includes the 
following features:

a) Secure sign up and log-in with 
social media

b) Chatbot for travellers’ support
c) Improved grievance management, 

including social media grievance
d)   Real-time flight status and 

detailed flight schedule
Air Sewa is available at
www.airsewa.gov.in Pages labelled as ̒Advertorial  ̓and ̒ Special Feature  ̓are promotional articles.

126
The Last Word
How Anshu Jamsenpa became the 
worldʼs fi rst woman to scale the mighty 
Mount Everest twice in one season

110
Community
TATA Powerʼs CSR initiative Anokha 
Dhaaga is helping women become 
self-suffi  cient artisans

Colourful and pretty landscape at the 
Nong Nooch  Tropical Garden, Thailand.
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Adding
YOU to

Present your boarding pass to receive  a complimentary
30 minutes spa massage & 30% discount on Food and Beverage

YOUrself!

261 Spacious Rooms & Suites | Award Winning F&B Outlets | 
Largest Spa | 20,000 sq. Ft. Of Events & Meeting Spaces

Business or Leisure Trip, experience 
unmatched true hospitality!

Business or Leisure Trip, experience 
unmatched true hospitality!

radisson blu plaza delhi airport
National Highway-8, New Delhi 110037
For Bookings: 011 2677 9191, 011 4250 0500
Reservations@radissondel.comScan the code for a

virtual tour of the hotel
Scan code to

make reservations
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C O N T R I B U T O R S

ANITA RAO KASHI
A prolifi c travel and food 
writer, Kashi is based in 
Bengaluru. When not 
travelling, she is writing, 
reading, or cooking. 
She is @anitaraokashi 
on Instagram.

NIKHIL CHAWLA
Delhi-based columnist, 
YouTuber, and new-age 
content creator, Chawla is 
passionate about tech, 
auto, travel, and lifestyle 
issues. Catch him on 
Instagram @nikhilchawla

POOJA NAIK
Naik has a penchant 
for food, art, and 
adventure. The 
Mumbai-based 
journalist shares her 
travel updates 
on Instagram 
@poojanaik05 

PRACHI JOSHI
Mumbai-based Joshi left her 
fi nance job to pursue her 
passion for travel writing. 
Find her on Instagram 
@delishdirection

@airvistara @vistara@vistara Vistara - TATA SIA Airlines Ltd.

Vistara is the registered trademark of TATA 
SIA Airlines Limited (ʻTSALʼ). All rights 
reserved. Printed at Kala Jyothi Process 
Pvt. ltd., S.No. 185, Kondapur Village, 
Serilingampally Municipality, Ranga Reddy 
District, Hyderabad - 500 133.
The writing, artwork and/or photography 
contained herein may not be used 
or reproduced without the express 
written permission of TSAL. TSAL does 
not assume any responsibility for loss 
or damage of unsolicited products, 
manuscripts, photographs, artwork, 
transparencies or other materials. The 
views expressed in the magazine are not 
necessarily those of the publisher or TSAL. 
All efforts have been made while compiling 
the content of this magazine, but TSAL 
assume no responsibility for the effects 
arising therefrom. TSAL does not assume 
any liability for services or products 
advertised herein.

www.airvistara.com
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V I S T A PICTURE PERFECT

The fragrantly serene ‘Queen of Hill Stations’.
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“Spring is synonymous with the blooming rhododendrons in Darjeeling, and 
the tree located in the compound of the Windamere Hotel is my favourite! 
The town’s beating hea�  is the Chowrasta, where evening strolls and 
shopping are unmissable activities. The quintessential Darjeeling thing 
to do is an early morning walk or jog around the Observatory Hill, followed 
by a visit to the Mahakal Temple at its peak.”

GAURAV PUNJ
Author

Darjeeling

V I S T A
PERSPECTIVES ON AWE-INSPIRING LANDSCAPES
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V I S T A PICTURE PERFECT

A garden of rich fl avours and 
colourful dreams.  
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Bengaluru

“I’m a foodie and I miss the food in my home town, Bengaluru, so much! 
I would recommend a benne masala dosa at CTR (Central Tiff in Room) 
in Malleshwaram. I also have a sweet tooth and just can’t leave the city 
without eating the Death by Chocolate or cake fudge at Corner House 
on Residency Road.”

DEEPIKA PADUKONE
Actress, entrepreneur 
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The Reality Called Respect. Be The Change By Teaching Humility To Your Kid.

 TEACHING RESPECT 
AND HUMILITY

SPECIAL FEATURE

If one concept is a virtue that must 
be earned and yet given in return, in 
the same proportion is respect! ‘Give 
respect, take respect’, goes the adage, 
and it is true. Like all good habits, having 
a certain amount of regard for others 
should start at a young age, and it has 
to be nurtured both at home and in 
the classroom. Parents and teachers 
play an equally pivotal role in instilling a 
sense of responsibility in their kids. And 
unfortunately, there are instances where 
some parents or elders in the family take 
a sense of pride in the child’s reckless 
behaviour, and it has to stop right now! 
Noted educationalist, Founder, and 
Managing Trustee of SSVM Group 
of Institutions, Coimbatore, 
Dr. Manimekalai Mohan, shares her 
valuable insights into this crucial part 
of parenting and schooling. 

What is the role of teachers in educating 
the concept of respect to children?
Students spend more time in 
classrooms than at home. For teachers, 
it is like a daily responsibility to ensure 
respect in their interactions with others, 
be it friends, faculty, juniors, or sta� . 
Students who learn and develop the 
habit of treating everyone humbly 
succeed and do not get tempted 
by distractions or disturbed by 
behavioural problems. 

What are the sure-shot ways to ensure 
humble behaviour in children?
We are bringing up a super bright 
generation of kids. Talks, documentaries, 
and discussions related to the 

Dr Manimekalai Mohan

Founder & Managing Trustee, 

SSVM Institutions, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu.

Various religious texts emphasise the 
same thing. To be a man of excellence, 
one has to treat all relationships equally, 
with love and consideration, and stay 
indi� erent and equal simultaneously. It 
is more complicated than said. Instead 
of getting annoyed with your child, 
address the issues fi rst. You will see a lot 
of positive change. 

Should parents respect their children’s 
choices and preferences?
Interpersonal relationships are a tricky 
yet essential part of a lifetime, aren’t they? 
How can you expect your child to obey 
all your instructions if you are unwilling 
to put yourself in their shoes? There are 
various relationships, be it with siblings, 
grandparents, house help, friends and 
relatives, etc. People often talk about 
sibling rivalry rather than sibling respect. 
If one child is brilliant in academics, the 
other is just average, many parents tend 
to compare, and animosity starts from 
here. When you refrain yourself from 
mounting any pressure on children, 
respect follows.

What is your advice to parents and 
teachers alike?
Identify the potential in each child, stop 
comparisons, set examples through 
your actions, and voice your concerns 
gently. Do it sincerely for their overall 
development, and you will earn all the 
respect you deserve.come. Parents and 
teachers should come forward and 
plan activities that would help students 
realise their true responsibility towards 
Mother Earth.

environment will stimulate their thinking 
and pique their interest in nature. So, 
encourage your child to spend some 
time outdoors, identify plants in the 
neighbourhood, explain the therapeutic 
properties of herbs, and make a list of 
natural water resources in our country, 
like perennial rivers, lakes, and more. 
It is also imperative to make them feel 
empathetic towards other living beings 
that are extinct, depleting water levels, 
and work towards safeguarding them.

How to be patient and understanding 
with the child who has certain amount 
of disrespectful behaviour?
Be patient. Find out the triggers. 
Remember, children are impressionable 
and try to understand the reasons 
behind animosity towards a particular 
person or thing. As I said earlier, 
communication is extremely crucial. 
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V I S T A PICTURE PERFECT

Ancient heritage amidst gorgeous panoramas.
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“My journey to conquer Mount Everest began in the enchanting city of 
Kathmandu. I was mesmerised by its vibrant culture, rich history, and 
ancient temples, especially the stunning Pashupatinath Temple. The 
majestic Himalayan peaks add to the beauty of this mystical city. 
I also really enjoyed shopping in the vibrant Thamel district.”

POORNA MALAVATH
World’s youngest female mountaineer to scale Mount Everest 

Kathmandu
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RISHIKESH, INDIA 
INTERNATIONAL YOGA FESTIVAL 
8 TO 14 MARCH 2023  

Embark on an inner journey of wellness and 

transformation with this one-of-a-kind spiritual 

event, offering the opportunity to practice various 

styles of yoga from world-renowned teachers. 

Held at the Parmarth Niketan Ashram, it includes 

daily yoga classes, talks by wellness and spiritual 

specialists, musical and dance performances, 

and a special aarti along the banks of the Ganges. 

internationalyogafestival.org 

Vibrantly colourful, March is inspired by the freshness of spring. Check out these rejuvenating events 
around the world for a burst of radiant enjoyment!

By AAKRITI JASWANT 

NEW BEGINNINGS 

VALENCIA, SPAIN  
FALLAS FESTIVAL  
15 TO 19 MARCH 2023

A traditional community event, 

this lively festival features giant 

fallas (statues), made of wood 

and papier mâché, that are 

satirical and political in nature. 

Created by local craftspeople, 

these immensely colourful and 

imaginative puppets are erected 

across Valencia and burnt at the 

end of the festivities to symbolise 

cleansing and the arrival of 

spring. Accompanied by a city-

wide street party, with parades, 

light-and-sound shows, outdoor 

food stands serving delicious 

Spanish fare, and spectacular 

fireworks, this event is a feast for 

the senses! visitvalencia.com

# T R E N D I N G EVENTS
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Disclaimer: Please check online for the latest Covid-19 updates 
pertaining to the event before visiting or making a booking. CL
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LONDON, UK 
ST PATRICK’S FESTIVAL 
12 MARCH 2023 
Held at Trafalgar Square, this annual event honours the contributions 

made by the Irish people for the city of London by celebrating Irish 

arts, culture, music, and food. Popular events include the iconic annual 

parade that passes through Hyde Park Corner, Piccadilly, St James’s 

Street, and Whitehall, along with a procession of Irish marching bands, 

dance troupes, and pageantry. A thorough fiesta! london.gov.uk

# T R E N D I N G EVENTS

ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
WOMADELAIDE
10 TO 13 MARCH 2023

This electric, open-air festival takes place at Adelaide’s Botanic Park, also known 

as Tainmuntilla—a land that traditionally belongs to the indigenous Kaurna people. 

Celebrating Australia’s cultural richness, the eclectic WOMADelaide (World of Music 

Arts & Dance) hosts vibrant music performances, global-cuisine food stalls, a fun kid 

zone with nature-play activities, and panel discussions on environmental issues. This 

year, popular music artistes like Bon Iver and Florence + The Machine  

are just some of the acts set to rock the stage! womadelaide.com.au 

DELHI, INDIA 
CULINARY RESIDENCY BY CHEF GAGGAN ANAND 
18 FEBRUARY TO 14 MARCH 2023 
Indulge in true gastronomical excellence as the Hyatt 

Regency Delhi celebrates its 40th anniversary with a special 

residency helmed by Michelin-starred Chef Gaggan Anand at 

its gorgeous Syrah restaurant. Known for his contemporary 

interpretation of traditional Indian dishes, Chef Anand will 

curate a diverse, delectable 25-course meal of elegantly 

plated, petite portions for 35 guests each night. The 20-day-

long event will also showcase an immersive setting that 

resembles the ambience of Gaggan—his award-winning 

restaurant in Bangkok. Those interested in participating in 

this gala affair will need to pre-register for this programme. 

Reservations: +91 8447613424/9871386905; hyatt.com
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# T R E N D I N G SOCIAL FEED

WHAT’S UP ON SOCIAL?
Tune into all the Vistara chatter on social media.

Our first domestic 
business class with our 
beloved airline 
@airvistara ! It was 
indeed a memorable 
one. #luxury #ccgeek 
#businessclass 
#Vistara #delhi 
#food #Ahmedabad 
#experience #lifetime 
#memories 

@2HappyPassports
TwoHappyPassports

TWEET ON POINT

 Mozahid Alam
@mozahid_alam

When you want to feel 
the special pampering 
experience in the sky, 
@vistara brings the 
awesomeness by doing 
Everything in elegant ways!
The airline is celebrating 
#8YearsOfVistara now 
and at the same time it’s 
5th anniversary of my 
association with @club.
vistara too 🙂🙂
Can ye find the aircraft’s 
shadow over the grass 
field which I have taken 
just before the landing on 
Patna airport 🙂🙂
#SpotVistara #VistaraView 
#Vistara
#AFlightToRemember 
#frequentflyer 
#clubvistara

I now know…
… and again, I pledge unconditional love 
for #Vistara. 
Great food and mood lighting at 35000 
feet is one hell of a way to one’s heart.

Mehul Shah
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# T R E N D I N G SOCIAL FEED

#TAG US IN GET SOCIAL WITH US
Tag us on social media, add #vistara, and you may stand a chance to be featured 
in the Vistara infl ight magazine.

@airvistara @vistara@vistara Vistara - TATA SIA Airlines Ltd.

I would never take a picture with any celebrity. Even this 
picture is NOT with Anil Kapoor. It’s with a co-passenger. 
2+ hours of uninterrupted conversation.

Shikha Mittal

I am thrilled to share that @club.vistara has 
documented my entire Everest Base Camp journey 
in a 15-minute video which captures spectacular 
moments and the memories I will always cherish. 
You can watch the entire episode using the below 
youtube link!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNrVMUALYE4
You can also fi nd the link in my BIO!
Special thanks to the production team
@pranay_modi
@bhavukpandita @mr.lone.ranger @erkamran 
@ajay.agarwal
#clubvistara #vistara #EBC #everestbasecamp

@dharmin_thakkar 

THE MAGIC OF CLUB VISTARA ESCAPADES

Dharmin Thakkar

What a beautiful and elegant experience with India’s 
#1 Airline - @airvistara
From an ambient backtrack to ease down the 
turbulent landing to one of the best desserts on 
board, couldn’t have asked for more 
#Vistara #airvistara #airlines #experience

@thepixen
Aarav Srivastava

TWEET ON POINT

*Modifi ed for brevity.
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M E M O R I E S  F O R  A  L I F E T I M E
Unforgettable Travel experiences with EbixCash Travel & Holidays!

AHA TAXIS Swiss Voyages
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Mrs Harris Goes to Paris
Drama/Comedy I 1H 56M

Sharmaji Namkeen  
Drama I 1H59M

Turning Red  
Family/Comedy I 1H 40M
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A DOLLOP OF SUNSHINE
With the spring season in full bloom, here are our recommendations of warm, light-hearted, and breezy 

binge sessions to make you smile from ear to ear.

By AAKRITI JASWANT

Set in the 1950s, this comedy-drama is based 

on a novel by Paul Gallico. Starring Lesley 

Manville, the quirky movie tells the story of 

Mrs Ada Harris, a widowed cleaning lady who 

obsesses over an haute couture Dior dress 

and aims to own it. She soon makes a trip to 

Paris and becomes entangled in events that 

not only place her in the heart of the fashion 

world but also change the very path of the 

House of Dior. The fi lm is considered a cult 

favourite. Watch on: Amazon Prime Video 

This feel-good movie is unique as actor 

Paresh Rawal took over the protagonistʼs 

role after the demise of the lead actor—Rishi 

Kapoor. So, two diff erent people play the role 

of Brij Gopal Sharma or ̒ Sharmaji,̓ a retired 

widower. Not one to sit back at home, he 

decides to fi nd himself a hobby, ultimately 

zeroing in on catering—a pastime that doesnʼt 

go down well with his children. Also starring 

Juhi Chawla, this movie will warm your heart.

Watch on: Amazon Prime Video 

Starring Reese Witherspoon as the 

now-iconic character Elle Woods, this 

cult classic not only leaves you in splits 

but also teaches a lesson or two about 

believing in yourself. Based on a novel 

by Amanda Brown, it follows the life 

of Woods, a sorority girl who has been 

dumped by her boyfriend just before 

he leaves to enrol at Harvard Law 

School. Aiming to win him back, Woods 

secures admission at the same college, 

breaks unfair conventions, and makes 

friends along the way. Will she become 

a successful lawyer and fi nd love again? 

Watch on: Apple TV+

Legally Blonde    
Comedy/Romance I 1H 36M

The fi rst Pixar movie to be exclusively directed 

by a woman! Meilin ̒ Mei  ̓Lee is a 13-year-old 

girl grappling with adolescent challenges like 

strict parents and school bullies. But she also 

holds a special power—a hereditary curse that 

turns her into a giant red panda whenever she 

experiences strong emotions. Now, Mei not 

only has to perform a ritual to seal this curse, 

but also fi nd her identity in life. Will she deny 

her new form or accept it? Find out in this 

lovable fl ick! Watch on: Disney+Hotstar 

MOVIES GALORE
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AN OTT EXTRAVAGANZA
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Mind the Malhotras      
Sitcom I 2 Seasons 

Based on the Israeli comedy La 

Famiglia, this hilarious series 

revolves around the Malhotras, 

a family comprising quirky 

couple Rishabh and Shefali and 

their equally eccentric kids and 

house help. When the married 

duo decides to seek the services 

of a therapist to revive their 

relationship, they end up narrating 

some of the funniest and most 

bizarre incidents their family has 

experienced. From Rishabhʼs 

motherʼs antics to Shefaliʼs 

journey of becoming a social 

media infl uencer, this one makes 

for a fun watch! 

Watch on: Amazon Prime Video 

Modern Love: Mumbai 
Drama I 1 Season 

Snack vs Chef  
Reality I 1 Season 

That 90ʼs Show 
Sitcom I 1 Season

Inspired by the eponymous column in New 

York Times, the Mumbai edition of this series 

showcases love in all its varied forms. What 

remains consistent across the show is the 

megapolis of Mumbai, silently playing Cupid 

in each tale. Each episode is helmed by 

renowned directors like Vishal Bhardwaj and 

Alankrita Shrivastava, featuring seasoned 

actors such as Naseeruddin Shah, Fatima 

Sana Shaikh, and more. An engrossing watch! 

Watch on: Amazon Prime Video 

Imagine seeing your favourite treats like 

KitKat, Oreo, or Pringles as ingredients 

used in fi ne-dine dishes—wonʼt that double 

the fun? This series is here to turn your 

binging dreams into reality! Pitting 12 chefs 

against each other, this reality competition 

is a unique show where classic titbits are 

reinvented into original treats. There is also 

a US$50,000 prize up for grabs. Watch this 

exciting programme to fi nd out who wins!  

Watch on: Netfl ix

A sequel to the iconic sitcom That ʼ70s Show, 

this teen comedy by Netfl ix is set in 1995 and is 

centred around a teenager named Leia Forman, 

who makes a trip to Point Place, Wisconsin, 

to meet her grandparents. Once there, she is 

quick to make new friends and have comic 

adventures. Featuring many of the characters 

and locations from the original show, this oneʼs 

for all those who loved the earlier series and 

want to embark on a nostalgia-fi lled trip.  

Watch on: Netlfi x
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FANTASTICAL ESCAPES
We’ve rounded up some of the best fictitious and real-life accounts of spectacular sojourns to help  

you plan your next amazing vacation! 
 By AAKRITI JASWANT
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A true story, this book is all about the power 

of friendship. Dean Nicholson sets off on a 

cycle tour of the world. While discovering the 

remotest parts of countries like Montenegro 

and Bosnia, he finds a stray kitten. Named 

Nala, the feline becomes his travel companion. 

The duo’s journeys—from visiting refugee 

camps to rescuing other animals—make them 

famous on social media. A tale that will tug at 

the heartstrings.  

A hilarious read for explorers, this novel 

follows Bryson as he couples up with his 

unenthusiastic friend to attempt a hike across 

the Appalachian Trail in North America. While 

the duo explores picturesque mountains and 

forests, Bryson entertains with his knowledge 

about the history of the trail and tales about 

the people he meets along the way. Amidst this 

hilarity, he also asks readers to conserve this 

magnificent wilderness for future generations.

Yet another engaging novel from Ruskin Bond’s 

treasure trove of magical works that transport you to 

a bygone era. The author shares personal memories 

about his beloved Mussoorie and how it forms the 

crux of his life. From describing his many journeys 

to and from the quaint hill town and sharing quips 

about local gossip, to engaging stories about treks up 

to Tungnath and the discovery of haunted places—

this one is strongly tinged with nostalgia, detail, and 

Bond’s characteristic humour.

The second volume in The Extraordinary Adventures 

of the Athena Club series, this thrilling book follows 

the members of the club on a wild adventure across 

Europe. Their sole agenda is to save a woman called 

Lucinda Van Helsing, whose life is in grave danger.  As 

the group travels from Paris to Budapest, they land 

up in the Austro-Hungarian Empire where they must 

confront their old enemy—the stealthy Alchemical 

Society—and uncover their evil activities. This one is 

packed with sleuthing fun and travel delights!

The first book in a sequence of novels, this blend 

of comedy and science fiction will take you on an 

adventurous joyride across the universe. Arthur Dent 

is living a regular life when, suddenly, an alien species 

destroys Earth. The sole survivor of this catastrophic 

event, Dent roams through space, has intergalactic 

exploits, meets a space president, and encounters a 

paranoid android. This hugely popular work has been 

adapted into TV shows, movies, and comics.

THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY (1979)     By Douglas Adams  

ROADS TO MUSSOORIE     By Ruskin Bond  

EUROPEAN TRAVEL FOR THE MONSTROUS GENTLEWOMAN      By Theodora Goss 

NALA’S WORLD      By Dean Nicholson

A WALK IN THE WOODS      By Bill Bryson 

FALLING OFF THE MAP      By Pico Iyer 

In this ‘uncannily observant’ and ‘acerbically 

funny’ work, Iyer presents a unique picture of the 

loneliest places on our planet that have fallen 

off the map—due to geography or ideology. 

It consists of eight non-fiction stories set in 

various countries. From being interrogated by 

a drunk Cuban police officer to describing the 

plot of Bhutan’s first movie, Iyer’s witty writing 

will leave you chuckling and wanting more!
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MAXIMUM FASHION
Lovers of the maxi skirt, 

it’s time to rejoice! Tory 

Burch and Altuzarra’s 

recent runway shows 

showed that these ankle-

skimming drapes are 

going to be all the rage 

this season. Even British 

Vogue has declared 

2023 as the ‘Year of the 

Maxiskirt’. Go for stretch-

bodycon options and 

team them with crop tops. 

The best part? These will 

work well in the winter 

months, too.

FLOWER POWER 

The usual floral prints during spring have 

evolved into something bigger—and 

better. Add drama to your outfits with 

three-dimensional floral cut-outs and 

additions! We’re talking larger-than-

life floral adornments on shoulders, 

sleeves, and even sprawled across your 

chest. This trend is perfect for when 

you want to make an impactful entry at 

those gorgeous outdoor soirées. And if 

you’re still in doubt, know that Loewe, 

Prada, Carolina Herrera, and Dior wholly 

endorse this floral formula!

A TRICK UP YOUR SLEEVE
Here’s one trend men will love this spring! Sleeveless 

tops are ruling the runways and it’s time to welcome 

them with open arms. From Brunello Cucinelli’s 

gilets, Etro’s embroidered vests, and Emporio 

Armani’s sporty sleeveless shirts, several men’s 

fashion shows are flaunting this look. While Versace 

presents body-hugging, sleeveless vests with baggy 

trousers, Dior and Kim Jones take it a step further 

with stylishly translucent sleeveless tops.

SPRING IS IN
This season’s trends are all about making heads turn. From pops of 
bright colour and translucent fabrics to variations of classic denim 

and chunky jewellery, these looks ensure the spotlight’s on you!  
By ANANYA BAHL
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DRESSED TO 
DISTRESS
Undone and uneven 

designs made a strong 

statement on the 

runways this season. 

Chinese fashion 

designer Uma Wang’s 

models showcased 

creations in frayed 

cotton fabric to give the 

impression they were 

picked up at a vintage 

store. Distressed pants, 

asymmetric silhouettes, 

and wrinkled fabric are 

other elements to watch 

out for this spring.

GOING GREEN
‘Main character energy’ 

is a buzz phrase these 

days, referencing 

people who love being 

in the limelight. This 

bold and beautiful 

shade of acid green is 

for those seeking some 

vibrant attention! It has 

been showing up on 

apparel and accessories 

across runway shows, 

with Miu Miu and Fendi 

being the prominent 

fashion houses to 

embrace the colour. 

From boots to polo 

knits and sling purses, 

it’s a green world 

everywhere!

BAG IT
Bottega Veneta and 

Tibi are urging you 

to fill your wardrobe 

with baggy jeans and 

pants. And it’s only 

fair considering the 

rising temperatures. 

Iconic supermodel 

Kate Moss walked 

the ramp for Bottega 

Veneta, rocking her 

jeans—just like you 

can, too! Men need 

not feel left out, with 

JW Anderson making 

these more fitted at 

the thigh and loose 

towards the bottom 

(a slightly retro twist 

we aren’t complaining 

about) for them. Pair 

with sleeveless vests 

for maximum comfort 

and style.

UP IN ARMS
Arm cuffs are immensely popular currently and will soon be the 

top accessory trend to watch out for. From metallic elegance 

to diaphanous and bold animal-figurine style of cuffs—there’s 

something for everyone! Tory Burch, Bevza, and Kim Shui are 

some of the design houses that have played a major part in 

making this a trend you cannot miss. Michael Kors decided to go 

the chunkier way with thicker cuffs. Pair this jewellery with jeans, 

shorts, and dresses to get compliments galore.
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DENIM’S THE WAY 

Denim paired with denim 

has its fair share of 

naysayers. Raf Simons, 

who has unveiled 

unbridled creativity as the 

co-director of Prada, is 

not among them! Men will 

love this special look made 

stylish by using two pieces 

of fabric with the same 

denim wash. This is one  

of the few times the brand 

has ventured towards 

more everyday fabrics like 

denim. Go ahead, indulge 

your masculine side with 

pants or shorts (or jorts) 

teamed with a classic 

denim shirt. It’s bound to 

be double the fun!

JORT FOR YOU
Once relegated to the 

confines of ‘dad style’, 

jorts or jean shorts have 

now achieved manic 

mainstream attention, 

thanks to the likes of 

Justin Bieber including it 

in their wardrobes. These 

fun creations are meant 

to toe the line between 

fitted looks and big, baggy 

silhouettes. Givenchy and 

Louis Vuitton are some of 

the big brands that have 

given this sartorial choice 

their stamp of approval. 

Wear with plain, white tees 

and bomber jackets to 

accentuate the look.

SEQUINNED STORY
Retro elements have been 

coming back in vogue for a 

while now. And in that same 

vein, dazzling sequins are 

making a comeback, too—

straight out of the ’80s! All 

the major players—from 

Tom Ford and Michael Kors 

to Nensi Dojaka and Area—

are dipping their fingers 

in glorious glitter. Think 

blinding golden sequins 

adorning fitted crop tops 

and silvery jersey skirts: 

it’s all about shimmering 

parties this spring.
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LIFE OF THE PARTY
Paco Rabanne, Fendi, Jil Sander, 

Valentino, Hermes, Khaite, JW 

Anderson, Victoria Beckham—now 

that’s a long list of eminent fashion 

visionaries creating sequinned, 

glitzy, bejewelled purses to 

complete our party looks. Watch 

out for shimmering metals, 

amoebic shapes, boxy carry-ons, 

and buckled adornments. Don’t 

be surprised if these become the 

stars of your after-hours outfit.
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ALSTONE, India and VMZINC, France unite to
redefine the cladding industry.

Collaboration between the two Sustainable Growth 
Partners is promising and set to deliver superior, 
world class cladding products. Long lasting with 
stunning looks, this product line is set to change the 
industry forever. 

Welcome to the Cladding Revolution - from here on!  

TWO GIANTS, TWO COUNTRIES,
ONE BIG PROMISE -

A CLADDING REVOLUTION!

UNIQUE
FINISH

COMPLETELY
SUSTAINABLE

CAN 
LAST FOR

100 YEARS*

IDEAL FOR
MODERN

BUILDINGS

SELF
HEALING

*Conditions apply

Alstone Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd.
15th Floor, Vijaya Building. 17, Barakhamba Road, Connaught Place, New Delhi- 110001

Manufacturing: 1393, Langha Road, Industrial Area, Dehradun- 248142, Uttarakhand, India.

www.alstoneindia.com  I  info@alstoneindia.com  I  Toll Free: 1800-1233-123.
I N  C O L L A B O R A T I O N  W I T H
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PLAY IT BY EAR 

The spectacular charm of 

chandelier earrings has long 

been a part of traditional Indian 

jewellery and attire. Now, as 

the world looks towards their 

ethereal beauty, it has become 

imperative we up the ante when 

it comes to styling these with 

Western wear, as well! Fashion 

houses like Markarian and Ulla 

Johnson are veering towards 

more intricate styles, while 

designers like Lele Sadoughi 

have established a sleeker 

finish. Either way, both routes of 

design make the cut!

SHEER MAGIC 

The warmer months require 

one to adorn fabrics that are 

breezy, soft, and promote 

ease of movement. It’s no 

wonder then that sheer 

materials are on everyone’s 

mind, as tops, skirts, dresses, 

and even layers. Turtlenecks 

from Enzo Costa, mesh 

dresses by Maryam Nassir 

Zadeh, and jaw-dropping 

statement pieces from 

Chanel and Ferragamo all 

attest to the fact that we can 

no longer ignore the sheer 

brilliance of sheer.

SMELLS LIKE  
TEAM SPIRIT
Football fans will love 

this fashionable take 

on team jerseys. Except 

this time, it’s the brand’s 

logo that takes the 

cake. Show up for your 

favourite designers and 

sport their funky tees 

over jeans or chinos this 

spring. Martine Rose and 

Barragán are two brands 

that are spearheading this 

sporty look. What adds 

to the fun is the slight 

tongue-in-cheek humour 

associated with wearing 

this football-jersey-

with-a-twist. A sure-fire 

conversation starter!

READY FOR RED 

It’s time to paint the 

town crimson—starting 

with your feet! The 

runways are being 

walked in red slippers 

and footwear, in both 

classic and avant-garde 

styles. From Manolo 

Blahnik’s kitten heels 

to Alaïa’s mules and 

Khaite’s shearling 

flats—the list is 

seemingly endless. In 

any case, red sandals 

transition beautifully 

from work to party wear, 

and that’s just one more 

reason to love them.
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FROM THE CHEF’S PANTRY 
A shift in season always brings with it a delicious variety of fresh produce. And since spring is all about leafy, wholesome 

ingredients, we asked seven star chefs to share recipes of their favourite dishes certain to add a zing to your plates! 
By POOJA NAIK

INGREDIENTS
Besan/chickpea flour: ½ cup

Rice flour: ¼ cup

Kale leaves: 10 

Chopped green chilli peppers: 2 

Red chilli powder: ¼ teaspoon

Turmeric powder: ¼ teaspoon

Cumin powder: ¼ teaspoon

Chopped coriander leaves: 1 tbsp

Salt: To taste

Oil: For frying

INGREDIENTS
Minced ginger: 1 tbsp

Ghee, melted: 5 tbsp

Red chilli powder: To taste

Chickpeas: ½ cup 
Besan/roasted chickpea flour: ½ cup

Salt: To taste

Lime: To taste

Mint: To garnish 
Grated raw papaya: 10 tbsp per person

Rice: 1 tbsp per person

Boiled potatoes: ½  cup 

METHOD
Mix rice, grated raw 

papaya, potatoes, 

and chickpeas 

together. Season 

and toss the 

mixture with besan, 

salt, red chilli 

powder, ginger, lime 

juice, and ghee. 

Garnish with mint 

before serving. 

INGREDIENTS
Lime juice: 25 ml 

Sugar syrup: 20 ml 
Salt: A pinch 
Soda: 30 ml 
Mint leaves: 8
Kaffir lime leaves (smashed): 4
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KALE PAKODA CHAIYO TO SPRING!

METHOD
Mix besan, rice flour, chopped green 

chilli, red chilli powder, turmeric powder, 

cumin powder, chopped coriander leaves, 

and salt together. Add water and make 

a batter. Heat oil in a wok, dip the kale 

leaves in the batter, and deep fry.  

Top fried kale leaves with tamarind 

chutney, mint chutney, and  

sweet-and-spicy yoghurt.

METHOD
Grab a mocktail shaker and toss in 

all the ingredients. Shake with lots 

of ice and strain in a rock glass. 

Add 2 cubes of ice to the drink 

and enjoy. 

“A perfect spring dish that has the celebrations and essence  
of colours and flavours coming together in one bite.”
Chef Chintan Pandya of Dhamaka, New York City

The welcoming notes of citrus and refreshing tinge 
of mint make Chaiyo to Spring the perfect spring-
time tipple. “Super easy to shake and drink, you 
won’t know when you have downed a gallon.”
Chef Seefah Ketchaiyo of Seefah, Mumbai

LATO (BURMESE-INSPIRED ASSAMESE SALAD)

“This 11-ingredient recipe is passed on from my grandmother who used 
to live in Assam. It is hearty yet refreshing, making it perfect for spring.”
Chef Garima Arora of Gaa, Bangkok
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INGREDIENTS 
Tender raw jackfruit without skin: 150 gm

Onion, chopped: 25 gm

Ginger, chopped: 15 gm

Garlic, chopped: 15 gm

Green chilli, chopped: 10 gm

Curry leaves: 1 strip

Potatoes: 50 gm

Breadcrumbs: 50 gm

INGREDIENTS 
Cucumber: ½ 

Green bell pepper: 1
Spinach: A small batch 

Basil leaves: A handful

Oregano leaves: A handful

Mint leaves with stem:  
A handful

Avocado: 1
Kiwi fruit: 1
Green peas, frozen or fresh: 
1 cup 

Jalapenos with the brine 
from bottle:  
4-5 slices 

Green olives: 3-4 

METHOD
Boil chunks of raw jackfruit in water with a pinch of turmeric and salt until 

they turn soft. Strain and keep aside. Flake them once they cool. Heat 

coconut oil in a pan and add chopped ginger, garlic, onion, green chilli, and 

whole curry leaves, and sauté well for five minutes. Add turmeric powder and 

the finely flaked raw jackfruit mixture. Once the mixture dries, add pepper 

powder, garam masala, and salt; then blend. Add boiled, mashed potatoes 

to the mix and shape as cutlets. Coat them with breadcrumbs and fry. 

Idichakka pairs beautifully with beetroot chutney.

METHOD
Wash, clean, and pat dry the veggies. Blanch the spinach leaves 

in boiling, salted water for 30 seconds. Refresh in iced water. 

Drain but don’t squeeze out all the water, as this will help in the 

soup. Process the rest of the ingredients (trimming, destoning, 

and shelling) and keep ready. Blend all the ingredients together 

along with the spinach and some ice cubes into this dish packed 

with nutrition. This bright, almost fluorescent green soup is 

thickish and has a great kick to it. Serve chilled.

Refined flour: 2 gm

Pepper powder: 10 gm

Garam masala: 10 gm

Turmeric powder: 5 gm

Salt: To taste

Coconut oil: 15 ml

Refined flour for batter: 30 gm

Oil to fry: 400 ml 

IDICHAKKA OR RAW JACKFRUIT CUTLET EVERYTHING GREEN SOUP 

While observing Lent in the months between February and 
April, the Syrian Christian community in Kerala follows a 
strict vegetarian diet. Their craving for non-vegetarian food is 
substituted with dishes made with tender raw jackfruit or bread 
fruit, which is similar in texture to meat. The dish—an example 
of Kerala’s cuisine that was influenced by the British era—is 
made using boiled tender raw jackfruit and boiled potato as  
the base ingredients. 
“Growing up, I remember my ammachi (grandmother) 
making curries and cutlets with tender raw jackfruit known as 
idichakka. During spring, jackfruit is available in abundance in 
Kerala and every house has a jackfruit tree in their backyard.”
Chef Regi Mathew of Kappa Chakka Kandhari, Chennai  
and Bengaluru 

The soup draws inspiration from the Spanish 
Gazpacho, a medley of cold soup and drink made 
of a raw vegetables blend. “When I made this soup 
while filming Vicky Goes Veg, the entire crew became 
instant fans. In fact, my director Deepshika still eats 
this thrice a week.”
Chef Vicky Ratnani of Speak Burgers by Vicky 
Ratnani, Mumbai 
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# T R E N D I N G FOOD & DRINKS

INGREDIENTS 
Red beetroot: 140 gm

Yellow beetroot: 100 gm

Candy cane beetroot: 100 gm

Salt: 8 gm

White wine vinegar: 60 ml

Sugar: 10 gm

Bay leaf: 1-2 leaves

Black pepper: 1 gm

Thyme: 2 gm

STARFRUIT KANJI (AN INDIAN 
FERMENTED DRINK) INGREDIENTS
Starfruit: 1 kg

Coriander stems: 100 gm

Chilli: 20 gm 

Gondhoraj kosho: 50 gm (substitute 

this with zest and juice of 1 gondhoraj 

lime + 1 orange)

Yellow mustard seeds: A teaspoon

Salt: To taste

KOHLRABI (TURNIP CABBAGE) PICKLING LIQUID INGREDIENTS
Equal parts vinegar, water, and sugar.  

Salt: 25 per cent of the weight of the above.

METHOD
Roast red beetroot in the oven at 180° C for 30-40 minutes. 

Remove the skin once cool. Cut into quarters and toss it in 

balsamic, thyme, salt, and honey. Add water, white wine vinegar, 

salt, sugar, and bay leaf in a pot and bring it to a boil. Add yellow 

beetroot and let it simmer for 10-15 minutes. Remove from stove 

and let them cool within the brine. Peel candycane beetroot, 

thinly slice on a mandolin, and soak in ice water. In a bowl, whip 

ricotta, parmesan, fresh cream, salt, and some olive oil until 

foamy. In a blender, blitz lemon juice, olive oil, honey, white wine 

vinegar, and salt. Plate up by placing the ricotta cheese in the 

centre, surrounded by all three types of beetroot. Top it with 

mixed green lettuce and the dressing.

METHOD
Blend all ingredients together 

and pack into a jar. Weigh down 

the surface with baking paper 

or clingfilm; there should be no 

airgaps. Leave to ferment for  

15-20 days. When the kanji is 

ready, strain through a muslin 

cloth and season with salt and 

sugar to taste.

METHOD
Put all ingredients in a pan and heat till sugar and salt dissolve. For 1 litre of 

this liquid, use 200 gm coriander seeds. Toast and lightly crush the seeds 

and add to pickling liquid. Leave to rest overnight. The next day, add balled 

or chopped kohlrabi to the pickling liquid and leave to pickle overnight. 

TO ASSEMBLE
Drain the kohlrabi from the pickling liquid and place in a serving bowl. Add 

chopped pieces of aam papad (leathery sweet made from dried mango pulp), 

fresh watermelon radish, and onion flowers. Toss it with the starfruit kanji 

(just enough to dress the mixture); do not submerge it. Add a drizzle of lime 

leaf oil. Top with kohlrabi and starfruit mixed with habanero and sesame oil. 

Add a dash of lime juice and salt to taste. 

Honey: 10 gm

Lemon: 14 ml

Fresh cream: 30 ml

Ricotta: 50 gm

Balsamic reduction: 20 ml

Parmesan: 30 gm

Olive oil (extra virgin): 50 ml

Mixed green lettuce: 15 gm

 

TRIO OF BEETROOT SALAD WITH RICOTTA  
AND PARMESAN CREAM

STARFRUIT KANJI WITH PICKLED KOHLRABI 
AND AAM PAPAD 

“Beetroot is such a diverse and vibrant vegetable, and 
I love using it. It has a delicious, earthy flavour.”
Chef Ritu Dalmia of DIVA, Delhi; Motodo Pizzeria, 
Mumbai; and Cittamani, Milan

Pickling is a winter tradition, albeit its benefits can be reaped 
even in spring. “Food is a great medium to take seasons ahead 
with you, while ensuring it has a long shelf life.”
Chef Varun Totlani of Masque, Mumbai
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Head out on thrilling treks and trails with our handy 
round-up of items essential for a grand adventure.

By AAKRITI JASWANT 

TAKE A HIKE!

VIBRAM V-RUN MENʼS BAREFOOT 
RUNNING FOOTWEAR 
ʻFeel connected to the Earth  ̓when you go for a hike in these shoes. 

This unique pair has individual toe pockets that off er barefoot-

like fl exibility and grip-driven soles for stability on rough terrain. 

Lightweight, shock-absorbent, with an irresistible natural vibe!

`11,750; gambol.in

BIOLITE ENERGY HEADLAMP 425
Take night-time adventures to the next level with this practical 

headtorch. Nearly weightless and slim, it sits comfortably on your 

forehead, while its moisture-absorbent fabric keeps you cool and dry. 

Rechargeable via USB-C, it has multiple light modes for better vision 

after dark. `4,961; bioliteenergy.com 

GARMIN INSTINCT SOLAR SMART WATCH 
This good-looking smartwatch is a must for your wrist on 

a trekking excursion. GPS-enabled and solar-chargeable, 

it boasts a heart-rate and oxygen monitor, storm-alert 

system, and a three-axis compass. Itʼs also water-resistant. 

Whatʼs not to love?

`34,990; croma.com

ADIDAS TERREX TECH FLOOCE LIGHT HOODED 
HIKING JACKET
This lightweight jacket, made with specially treated yarn, is the 

ideal outdoor wear for both men and women as it not only provides 

warmth, but keeps you dry, too. The elastic cuff s and secure zip 

pockets, perfect for storing snacks, ensure you can be adventurous 

and comfortable at the same time! `3,959 (women) and `3,499 (men); 

adidas.co.in 

# T R E N D I N G HIKING GEAR
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# T R E N D I N G HIKING GEAR

THE TROOPER BAG: EXPLORER 
CANVAS BACKPACK 
This stylish, steampunk-inspired backpack off ers 

a remarkable 30 litres of capacity! With multiple 

pockets, sturdy metal buckles for attaching caps 

and sleeping bags, a laptop sleeve, bottle holders, 

and a special hook for adjusting the size, it can 

pretty much carry everything you need!

`3,675; bombaytrooper.com

HILUCKEY SOLAR POWER BANK
For every full charge under the sun, this power-packed 

machine of 25000 mAh, can recharge your electronic 

devices up to 10 times! Featuring four fast-charging, 

six-watt solar panels, it easily hooks onto your bag pack, 

and even comes with a fl ashlight. No more worrying about 

gadgets running out of steam in remote locations!

`6,999; amazon.in

1 ULTRA COMPACT TREKKING 
POLE MT900 
A reliable partner for all those 

demanding walks, this hiking essential 

has an ergonomic grip, collapsible 

design, and has been made using 

the highest-grade aluminium. Its soft 

knob and long handle provide the best 

balance, on both uphill and downhill 

journeys. `2,499; decathlon.in

# T R E N D I N G HIKING GEAR

HILUCKEY SOLAR POWER BANK
For every full charge under the sun, this power-packed 

machine of 25000 mAh, can recharge your electronic 

devices up to 10 times! Featuring four fast-charging, 

six-watt solar panels, it easily hooks onto your bag pack, 

1 ULTRA COMPACT TREKKING 
POLE MT900 
A reliable partner for all those 

demanding walks, this hiking essential 

has an ergonomic grip, collapsible 

design, and has been made using 

the highest-grade aluminium. Its soft 

knob and long handle provide the best 

LIFESTRAW PEAK SERIES COLLAPSIBLE SQUEEZE 
1L BOTTLE WITH FILTER 
Thirsty and canʼt fi nd clean water during your trip? Then just make 

some! Marvellously inventive, this durable and compact product 

removes 99.9 per cent bacteria, parasites, and sand from water. You 

can remove the fi lter to use it as a storage system, too! 

`3,637; lifestraw.com 
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There’s always something special about 

unwrapping a gift—a sense of anticipation 

as one peels away the layers to reveal an 

agreeable treat, made even more pleasing when 

unexpected. And pleasantly surprised is what 

one feels upon entering the lobby of the Four 

Seasons Bengaluru. The first thing you’ll notice 

is a sense of serenity that fills the airy space, 

warmly lit and enveloped in a muted colour 

palette. Elegant ceramic ware, discretely placed 

artwork, and a lavish flower display add  

to the quietly chic ambience. 

A creation of Yabu Pushelberg, a renowned 

international design studio, the architectural 

and artistic ethos of the property is based on 

two distinctive themes: the traditional and the 

transitional. While the former reflects itself 

in traditional Indian craftsmanship merging 

smoothly with modern styles through stone-

filled spaces, it’s the latter that lends itself to the 

‘unfolding of a surprise’ essence—an aspect that 

unveils itself slowly throughout the luxe hotel. 

Beginning from the lobby, a sequential layout 

leads one seamlessly to The Lobby Lounge & 

Terrace, an indoor and outdoor space, perfect 

for a relaxed afternoon tea, some light snacks, or 

even a catch-up with friends over freshly brewed 

coffee. Delicately prepared cucumber and Brie 

cheese sandwiches, a selection of scones, and 

a mouth-watering red velvet cheesecake are 

just some of the delectable offerings here. What 

makes the repast even more enjoyable is the 

reveal of the third layer—a breathtaking view of 

the pool and the green gardens. In effect, one 

gets an almost uninterrupted view straight from 

the lobby to the far end of the property—and 

it’s this sense of openness that delights like a 

breath of fresh air. But there’s more. Winding 

stairs lead down to Cur8, pronounced ‘curate’, an 

all-day dining space serving Italian, Indian, and 

international fare. With an entire wall of windows 

and doors, almost every table here welcomes 

guests with lovely vistas of the pool outside. It’s  

an immensely liberating feeling.   

There’s yet another reason to appreciate 

this airiness. Located at a plush Embassy ONE 

development in North Bengaluru, amidst many of 

the city’s largest corporate tech parks, the Four 

Seasons is spread across five acres of landscaped 

gardens—as homage to the ‘Garden City’. This 

makes it a veritable oasis of comfort and luxury 

A GIFT FOR ALL SEASONS
Check into the Four Seasons Bengaluru at Embassy ONE for a multilayered experience  

of delightful revelations. By SHAHNAAZ BAKSHI

# T R E N D I N G HOTELS 

A guest enjoys lush vistas while 
savouring a delicious high tea  

at The Lobby Lounge & Terrace.

The bright, airy guest rooms  
offer an inviting ambience. 
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in the middle of the bustling metropolis. And this 

feeling of well-being extends to its 230 rooms 

and suites, each sophisticatedly appointed, 

as well. Light and bright, every room features 

floor-to-ceiling windows presenting scenic 

views of the city and the encircling greenery. 

The neutral colour tones continue here, along 

with artistic geometric, gilded patterns creating 

a very tasteful effect. From Neha Puri Dhir’s 

fabric patterns recreated on canvas to Riddhi 

Shah’s etchings done on handmade paper, each 

room also boasts incredible artwork. Quiet and 

equipped with all modern conveniences, it’s the 

perfect place to relax after a day of shopping, 

meetings, or sightseeing. 

But before turning in for the day, add another 

layer, or maybe three, of relaxation. Pamper 

yourself at the beautifully designed Infuse Spa, a 

tranquil space offering a range of curated wellness 

treatments, massages, facials, and more to leave 

you feeling rejuvenated. The aroma of essential 

oils and fresh flowers adds to a sense of being at 

peace with the world around you. 

And now it’s probably time for that second 

layer of unwinding, by heading up to the 21st floor 

for an uplifting experience, in more ways than one. 

Here, you will find Copitas, one of Bengaluru’s 

most glamorous destinations, listed among Asia’s 

50 Best Bars! With sprawling views of the city, 

this cool hangout is frequented by a fashionable 

clientele, drawn to its exclusive setting, artisanal 

craft cocktails, and inspired range of beverages. 

With black and gold interiors, bronze decorative 

details, velvet upholstery, and a geometrical 

gold chandelier, the vibe here is intimate and 

atmospheric—it’s a place one goes to unwind in 

style. As reputed author Robert Kurson once said, 

“The feeling of a place was the best reason to go.”

There’s yet another surprise here. Right next 

door, on the same floor, is one of the property’s 

most striking dining destinations, Far & East—an 

Asian restaurant serving an immensely creative 

menu of Japanese, Chinese, and Thai cuisines. 

Bold, modern, and mysterious, the rich interiors 

create a luxurious setting, ideal for savouring 

imaginatively prepared dimsums, fresh sushi, 

and a succulent Peking duck. For dessert, try the 

chocolate pear—this gorgeous recreation of the 

fruit comprises a thin shell that cracks to reveal 

the gooey goodness of melting chocolate inside!      

And that’s the thing about Four Seasons 

Bengaluru—its ability to keep surprising you 

with pleasurable reveals, one layer after another. 

fourseasons.com     

# T R E N D I N G HOTELS 

The modern, vibrant décor  
of the striking Far & East restaurant. 

An artisanal 
cocktail  
at Copitas.

Tranquil setting  
of Infuse  Spa.
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There are many reasons people work. 
Some want a job to pay the bills. Others 
want more, so they seek careers that 
fulfi ll their longing to learn, grow, 
advance, create, and innovate. They want 
a workplace that mirrors their desire 
to evolve continuously, while positively 
impacting the world.

“The reality for our people at 
NTT DATA is that we prioritize a 
positive, inclusive work culture, and 
we encourage innovation,” says 
Ankur Dasgupta, NTT DATA’s Vice 
President of India/APJ Marketing and 
Communications. “India has become 
a major source for digital innovation, 
and we’re a signifi cant contributor to 
the industry’s advancement. I believe 
what sets us apart is our supportive 
and inclusive culture, where we are 
committed to partnering with employees 
on career advancement, and we seek to 
enable a healthy work-life balance.” 

Ankur Dasgupta

Vice President, India/APJ Marketing and 

Communications, NTT DATA

and IT services, including application 
development and modernization, cloud 
transformation, artifi cial intelligence (AI), 
and more. We employ over 190,000 
employees, have operations in over 
50 countries, and serve clients globally.

Any interesting facts about your history?
Our parent company, NTT, has a rich history 
that traces back over 150 years to the fi rst 
telegraph service in Japan. The company 
introduced 1G cellular service in 1979 
and, on a lighter note, introduced emojis 
to the world for the fi rst time in 1999. It has 
continuously advanced the state of wireless 
communications through every generation 
of wireless cellular technology that includes 
5G. More recently, it announced two 
key technological milestones on the path 
to 6G. The fi rst is the implementation of 
AI and machine learning into the radio 
air interface, e� ectively giving 6G radios 
the ability to learn. The second is utilizing 

Mr Dasgupta recently shared 
what makes NTT DATA the preferred 
destination for individuals who seek 
exciting and impactful work. 

Tell us about NTT and NTT DATA.
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone 
Corporation (NTT) has a long history of 
service and innovation as Japan’s original 
telecommunications company. Based 
in Tokyo, NTT Group is a global leader 
in the information and communications 
sector with operations that include mobile 
and fi xed-line networks, massive research 
and development, and world-class IT and 
business services. Altogether, the US$108 
billion company employs more than 
330,000 employees in over 80 countries 
and regions. 

NTT DATA is the world’s fi fth-largest 
IT services provider and has spearheaded 
NTT Group’s international expansion in the 
21st century. We provide digital consulting 

a new sub-terahertz spectrum to boost 
network capacity dramatically. NTT is 
also top-ranked for global network usage. 
You’ve probably used NTT’s network while 
accessing the internet, even if you weren’t 
aware of it. 

Please elaborate on your global impact.
NTT DATA is always delivering innovative 
technology solutions that positively impact 
the world in multiple areas, including: 
Healthcare: Our specialized Nucleus 
Intelligent Platform gathers and analyzes 
data, identifi es needs and opportunities, 
and optimizes resource deployment 
to enhance end-to-end patient care. 
It leverages the knowledge of industry 
leaders and our analytics and 
automation solutions.
Disaster relief: We helped transform 
disaster relief with the AW3D® global 3D 
map, giving emergency responders real-
time access to vital information for e� ective 
coordination. The technology has been 
used in over 2,000 projects in 130 nations.
Sustainable energy: We support 
sustainable energy growth and reduce 

environmental impact with solutions 
that include smart grid technology 
to optimize energy distribution and 
minimize waste. 

What kind of projects do technologists 
at NTT DATA work on?
We believe in creating technology that 
solves real-world problems and improves 
lives. Our support empowers homeland 
and national security initiatives and helps 
commercial global clients transform 
operations. For example, Smart Energy 
Solutions promote energy e¤  ciency and 
renewable energy while reducing carbon 
emissions through IoT devices, data 
analytics, and cloud computing. We want 
our people to know they are contributing to 
something meaningful in the world.

What are the organization’s social 
responsibility and sustainability goals?
We have aligned our corporate social 
responsibility initiatives with the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 
Recently, we have been tightly focused on 
education and environmental programs. 
Here in India, we have positively impacted 
the lives of over 215,000 people by 
supporting development in more than 
70 villages. This includes empowering 
over 250 women through skills 
development and employment 
opportunities and providing education 
and skill-building opportunities to nearly 
1,300 young individuals. We also o� set 
8,000 metric tons of C02 emissions 
among other initiatives. We aim to drive 
sustainable change at a local level while 
cultivating a culture that inspires each of 
us to make a lasting, positive impact.

Tell us about your business milestones.
As a global IT and services leader, we 
have often been recognized for our 
innovation, services, and commitment 
to sustainability.  
We’ve been recognized as a Top 
Employer 2023 by the Top Employers 
Institute and received a silver designation 

for LGBTQ+ inclusion by India 
Workplace Equality Index. These awards 
acknowledge our dedication to fostering 
an exceptional workplace with excellent 
HR policies, people practices and 
promoting LGBTQ+ inclusion at work.
We ranked 7th in a 2022 FinTech 
analyst ranking, showcasing our record 
of innovation and continued strong 
performance across the fi nancial services, 
insurance, payments, and capital markets.

What makes NTT DATA unique?
NTT DATA stands out for many reasons. 
These include:
We provide technology services in over 
50 countries. We’re also the title sponsor 
of the NTT INDYCAR SERIES, the team 
partner and o¤  cial IT provider for the 
series’ Arrow McLaren SP racing team, 
the o¤  cial patron and IT provider of The 
Open golf tournament, and the technology 
partner for the Tour de France. In January, 
we sponsored Robert Swan’s successful 
South Pole expedition to promote 
sustainability and protect Antarctica. 
NTT Group invests US$3.6 billion 
annually in R&D and has established six 
Innovation Centers worldwide to focus on 
emerging technologies that could become 
mainstream within fi ve to 10 years. We’re 
also developing solutions to fi ght climate 
change and going to space to harness the 
sun’s power and beam it to Earth.
We value diversity and promote an 
equitable and inclusive work environment. 

At NTT DATA, we empower our 
employees with resources for personal 
and professional growth. And perhaps 
most meaningful to the people we recruit, 
NTT DATA o� ers an environment where 
they can make a real impact. 

Explore career 
opportunities at NTT 
DATA by scanning 
this QR code.

BUILDING CAREERS THAT 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

NTT DATA is the place to be for innovative and passionate people

A glimpse of the 50 winners of NTT DATA India Delivery Excellence Awards 2022, 
a recognition of our people’s passion for innovation and excellence.
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# T R E N D I N G THE CELEB DIARY

A Born Performer 
I’ve been acting for nearly 10 years or so 
now.  I always knew I wanted to be in the 
performing arts and my parents were 
supportive of that decision. I did theatre 
during my school years and acting in 
movies just felt like a natural extension.  
In fact, I still do a play every now and then. 
And as far as movies are concerned, I like 
experimenting with genres—just like you 
read all kinds of books, you can do all kinds 
of films. Having said that, I tend to enjoy 
comedies more, even though they are quite 
hard to make. I look for things that give me 
the chance to be diverse in my choices.  

Cinema Vs Web Series 
Web series require more time compared to 
movie shoots. Either way, you’re still in front 
of the camera. Since web series have more 
episodes (and seasons), they give one 
more opportunities to stay with a character 
for a longer period. And that is really fun.

An Affair To Remember
When we decided to get married, Ali and I 
just wanted to have a small, simple affair. We 
had a private reception of 100 to 150 
people for both sides of the family. Since 
we didn’t want the families, especially the 
elderly, to travel, we bifurcated our guest 
lists and had events in Lucknow (where Ali 
grew up) and New Delhi (where I grew up). 
We also had a celebration in Mumbai—
where we live now. It was fun as we got to 
celebrate in different cities! 
 
Privately Special
We opted for an ‘enchanted forest’ kind of 
vibe for our Mumbai party. But instead of 
floral motifs, we chose a moss-inspired, 
wild look. When it came to the location,  
I didn’t want to book a  banquet hall. Even 
if you block the whole venue, your guests, 
many of whom are celebrities, will walk 
through hotel lobbies and get asked for 
photographs. I knew the press would 
come and I wanted them to enjoy the 
celebrations but only till a point. So, we 

opted for a private, heritage property and  
limited the outdoor area. This helped the 
guests feel free and let their hair down. 
The venue was really perfect as all our 
guests enjoyed the privacy. From the 
dance room, one could see a gorgeous, 
landlocked pond—it was stunning! 
Peaceful and small, just how we like it.

A Bridal Tip
If you’re in your late 20s,  planning to get 
married in the next few years, and are a 
working woman, I’d recommend getting  
a good investment plan in place—there’s 
unparalleled joy and satisfaction in 
funding your own wedding. I truly believe 
in that kind of independence. Im
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THE REIGN OF RICHA 
The immensely talented actress Richa Chadha chats with us  

about her beautifully intimate wedding, first time as a producer,  
and upcoming travel plans.

By ANANYA BAHL
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Jubilee 36, Near Peddamma Gudi Metro station,
Pillar no 1644 , Hyderabad | +91 90664 14414

Telangana’s Premier Handloom Store.

We dding Season!

Handcrafted premium bridal
collection for this
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Designer Dreams
When it came to my wedding outfi ts, I think 
one of the aspects I enjoyed the most was 
that I could dress diff erently for and honour 
the culture of each of the three cities. I 
worked very hard on creating each outfi t. 
Kresha Bajaj envisioned and designed the 
ʻlove story sari  ̓I wore for my New Delhi 
function. She took special moments from 
my love story with Ali and embroidered it 
onto the sari. I wanted Aliʼs late mom to be a 
part of our celebrations, too, so Kresha 
sewed  her name onto the sari.  

I wanted my Lucknow outfi t to be 
designed around a maatha paasa
(jewelled head adornment worn by the 
bride), gifted to me by Aliʼs nani (maternal 
grandmother). It was passed down from 
her mother-in-law, so it was about 100 to 
150 years old. And, of course, Abu Jani and 
Sandeep Khosla, who are extremely gifted 
designers, made that dream come to life 
by designing an absolute masterpiece. 
They have worked for more than 30 years 
in Lucknow and knew all the karigars
(craftsmen) so were able to recreate the 
detailing beautifully. 

My Mumbai outfi t was created by 
Anamika Khanna, one of Indiaʼs best 
designers. The dress she made for me,
a multicoloured hand-crafted sari gown, 
is so gorgeous that it actually belongs in 

a museum! I am not someone who ever 
dreamt about being a princess at my 
wedding. I like to keep things grounded. 
But that made me feel very special. 

A Producer Is Born
Iʼm really excited to be a fi rst-time 
producer on Girls Will Be Girls. This fi lm 
is special and very close to my heart 
because I have worked on it since 2018 
and Iʼm certain it will present a new way 
of storytelling. It will touch a chord with 
the Indian diaspora who fi nd themselves 
at the crossroads of diff erent generations.

Learning From Producing 
I think acting and producing are very 
different from each other. In the former, 
you have to think from your heart and for 

the latter, you have to use both your mind 
and heart. Itʼs also essential to pre-empt 
other peopleʼs needs and expectations.  
And you must handle stress well! 

Travel Plans
I will be going to the northeast of India 
soon. Ali wants to go diving, so we may 
head to the Maldives or Seychelles, like 
he said (referring to Ali Fazalʼs interview 
in Vistaraʼs August 2022 issue). 

On The Acting Horizon
You will see me next in the upcoming 
instalment of Fukrey. Thereʼs also 
Heeramandi, a web series with Sanjay 
Leela Bhansali. We are getting together 
after years (after Goliyon Ki Raasleela 
Ram-Leela). Iʼm so excited! 

QUICK SHOTS WITH RICHA

Your ultimate foodie binge 
Daal-chawal… what is everyday food 
for most is my binge!
Who’s more romantic, you or Ali?
We both express love diff erently. 
For me, it could be signing a draft 
agreement at our offi  ce; and for 
him, it could be making a hot meal 
for us. Basically, we complement 
each other and have fun. 
Your favourite perfume?
Carved Oud by Thameen. 
Netfl ix binge or a good book?
Either… depends on the day. 
Gangs of Wasseypur or Masaan?
Neither. Madam Chief Minister—I  
worked very hard on that one!
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L U X E P I C K S CARS

The fifth-gen Lexus RX launched two trims at the Auto Expo: RX 350h Luxury 

and RX 500h F Sport Performance. The RX 350h Luxury is powered by a 

2.5-litre turbo-charged petrol engine that produces 247hp, 0–100kph 

dash in a claimed 8.1 seconds. While the RX 500h F Sport Performance, 

the higher-performance version, churns out 366hp with a 0–100kph 

time of 6.2 seconds! In terms of design, the standard model gets 

chrome accents in the bumper and the F-Sport gets piano black. 

The RX 500h F Sport Performance also flaunts an F-Sport body 

kit with some visual differences over the standard model. Set 

to hit the market this month.  From `1 crore; lexusindia.co.in  

TOYOTA LAND CRUISER 300 

LEXUS RX SERIES 

AUTO SHOWSTOPPERS 
From production-ready cars that can be purchased, to concept vehicles that will launch in the upcoming years— 

Auto Expo 2023 unveiled a wave of creativity. Here are our picks from the event to get your heart racing. Quite literally!
NIKHIL CHAWLA 

The behemoth returns after 14 years! The Land Cruiser 300 stands out, thanks to its large, 

chrome-rich, horizontally slatted grille. Under the hood, the car has a 3.3-litre turbo V6 

diesel and a 10-speed automatic transmission. Inside, the layout is completely new, with 

a 12.3-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and a 14-speaker JBL audio 

system. The booking in India began last August and with the first batch of SUVs sold 

out, the waiting period for the next could easily be over a year—a true testament 

to this vehicle’s popularity. What’s more, it even gets a new Multi-Terrain Select 

system that adds ‘Deep Snow’ and ‘Auto Modes’, along with a Multi-Terrain 

Monitor system with an underbody camera! From `2.17 crore; global.toyota

BYD, or ‘Build Your Dreams’, has already made a mark in India with 

its E6 and Atto 3 EV models. Now, they aim to seal the deal with its 

upcoming model, BYD Seal, boasting a coupé-like all-glass roof, 

flushed door handles, boomerang-shaped LED daytime running 

lights, a split headlamp design, and a connected LED light bar 

at the rear. It will also feature BYD’s signature touchscreen 

infotainment system. Press a button to rotate the display, 

and it transforms into a tablet! The long-range 82.5kWh 

unit battery pack model, offering 700 kilometres on a 

single charge, is likely to launch in India later this year. 

BYD also claims a 0–100kph time of 3.8 seconds!   

From `70 lakh; bydautoindia.com 

BYD SEAL
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L U X E P I C K S CARS

Get ready to take a trip down memory lane. This concept electric vehicle 

(EV) inherits its overall design from the original Tata Sierra of the ’90s, with 

huge rear glass panes. But underneath that illusion of floating glass are 

four conventionally opening doors like you get on a standard SUV. Tata 

confirms it will offer petrol and EV powertrain options to let all kinds of 

customers savour the pleasures of this magnificent car. The EV version 

will offer a range of 500km and boast a panoramic sunroof, new-age 

digital displays, and connectivity options. With the largest SUV fleet 

in the Indian market, Tata is set to capture even more market share 

with the Sierra EV. From `25 to 35 lakh; tatamotors.com

KIA EV9 CONCEPT 
The year 2024 will see this South Korean car manufacturer 

challenge the big SUV market with its EV9 Concept SUV. A solar 

panel on the hood, a pop-up steering wheel, a 27” ultra-wide 

display, and an interior crafted with sustainable fabrics made 

of recycled materials, such as reclaimed fishing nets and other 

discarded plastics, are all true testament to what future EVs 

will look and feel like. The concept features a three-row layout, 

wherein the second-row seats can be folded completely flat, 

and the first row of seats can swivel around to create 

a lounge-type seating. It will come with autonomous  

driving facilities, over-the-air software update  

compatibility, and features-on-demand options.  

From `80 lakh; kia.com

TATA SIERRA EV (CONCEPT) 

World Car of the Year, World Car Design of the Year, and 

World Electric Car of the Year 2022 (as awarded at the 

World Car Awards 2022)— just some of the awards 

won by this amazing debut in India. The retro-futuristic 

design language gives this all-electric vehicle a vibe that 

hearkens back to Steven Spielberg’s Back to the Future 

movie franchise. The Ioniq 5 is powered by a 72.6kWh 

battery, with an ARAI-certified range of 631 kilometres 

on a single charge. It also supports superfast 800V 

charging, taking the battery from 10 to 80 per cent 

in just 18 minutes! A unique V2L (Vehicle-to-Load) 

feature lets you power your electric gadgets anywhere, 

anytime. You can plug in your projector to the Ioniq 5 

while camping and even make popcorn in a microwave, 

all on-the-go! From  `44.95 lakh; hyundai.com

HYUNDAI IONIQ 5
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Tired of unmanageable, frizzy hair during the spring season? Now, wave goodbye to those 
knotty woes with these amazing hair products!

By AAKRITI JASWANT

LUSCIOUS LOCKS 

RENE FURTERER COMPLEXE 
5 STIMULATING PLANT 
CONCENTRATE 
Ensure long-lasting shine and 

nourishment with this advanced 

concentrate. Infused with lavender 

and orange essential oils that 

promote vitality and radiance, the 

serum is best applied by massaging it 

on your scalp for a few minutes before 

you shampoo. Blissfully relaxing. 

`4,500; renefurtererindia.com 

LOLAVIE PERFECTING LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
The brainchild of Jennifer Aniston, the luxury brand LolaVie is 

all about thoughtful innovation. This award-winning leave-in 

conditioner is packed with the goodness of a superfruit complex, 

rose of Jericho, and bamboo extract—all of which help in hydrating, 

smoothening, reducing breakage, and protecting your hair from 

heat styling. `2,400; lolavie.com 

KÉRASTASE GENESIS 
ANTI-HAIR FALL SERUM
Strengthen the very foundation 

of your beautiful tresses—the 

scalp—with this revolutionary 

serum! Off ering 84 per cent less 

hair fall thanks to an ingredient 

called Aminexil, it re-anchors 

your hair follicles while enriching 

them with ginger root and 

caff eine. A must for your haircare 

cabinet. `4,600; kerastase.in 

knotty woes with these amazing hair products!

KÉRASTASE GENESIS 
ANTI-HAIR FALL SERUM
Strengthen the very foundation 

of your beautiful tresses—the 

scalp—with this revolutionary 

serum! Off ering 84 per cent less 

hair fall thanks to an ingredient 

called Aminexil, it re-anchors 

your hair follicles while enriching 

them with ginger root and 

caff eine. A must for your haircare 

4,600; kerastase.in 

TRUEFITT & HILL HAIR MANAGEMENT 
FREQUENT USE SHAMPOO
A special treat for men on the lookout for a 

luxurious haircare experience! Suitable for all 

hair types, the shampoo comprises wheat, corn, 

and soy protein that strengthen hair, radish root 

to enhance shine and moisture, and peppermint 

oil to soothe itchy scalps. 

`2,800; truefi ttandhill.in 

`4,500; renefurtererindia.com 

TRUEFITT & HILL HAIR MANAGEMENT 

A special treat for men on the lookout for a 

luxurious haircare experience! Suitable for all 

hair types, the shampoo comprises wheat, corn, 

and soy protein that strengthen hair, radish root 

to enhance shine and moisture, and peppermint 
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L U X E P I C K S HAIRCARE

LEONOR GREYL LAIT LUMINESCENCE HEAT BIPHASE
Experience the richness of French haircare with this unique 

milk spray that detangles thick, frizzy hair, leaving it glossy, 

with a silky effect! Vegan and gluten-free, it’s packed with 

moringa proteins and essential oils that provide heavy 

conditioning and protection against the sun.

`2,477; leonorgreyl.com 

ACT+ACRE SCALP GUA SHA
A trend that’s not going away anytime soon, gua shas are every haircare 

enthusiast’s favourite accessory. This one is made of natural jade stone, 

which increases product penetration, promotes microcirculation, and of 

course, pampers with its immensely relaxing touch. 

`3,976; actandacre.com 

MIRIAM QUEVEDO SUBLIME 
GOLD LUMINOUS SHAMPOO
Formulated with Bioactive 24k 

gold, olive tree stem cells, and 

camellia oil, this ultra-nourishing 

shampoo regenerates hair fibre 

and infuses your locks with 

enviable luminosity. Fragrantly 

blessed with gentle notes 

of strawberry, jasmine, and 

sandalwood, it’s like manna for 

dry and damaged tresses!  

`5,762; miriamquevedo.com

PHILIP B 
REJUVENATING OIL 
Reinvent the classic 

champi (massage) with 

this super-light oil that 

blends into your hair 

to boost bounce and 

provide a glossy finish. 

Derived from essential 

plant and flower oils like 

olive, almond, walnut, and 

lavender, this is a haircare 

regime must-have. 

`13,700; nykaa.com 
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Make the most of the glorious spring sunshine with these charming additions to your balconies and gardens.  
By ANANYA BAHL

AL FRESCO ADORNMENTS 

NZO OUTDOOR SOFA
Make hay while the sun shines on this gorgeous aluminium sofa that combines 

neutral shades and clean lines to offer a chic and comfortable seating 

arrangement. It’s the perfect place to curl up with a book!

`1,05,100; eyedealiving.com

HEDGEHOG PLANT HOLDER 

This playful piece of décor will make guests gush and 

giggle when greeted by it in your lawn—it’s almost as 

if a cute baby hedgehog is hiding in the grass! Made of 

cast resin, it’s just the right size for small plants  

and posies. `6,880; morataara.com

OUTDOOR WICKER 
CABANA & GAZEBO 
The circular shape of this 

furniture piece will add a 

touch of uniqueness to your 

backyard. Equipped to seat 

four around a centre table, 

it feels like a world of its 

own where you can spend 

endless hours just relaxing 

or sharing an intimate  

tête-à-tête!

`1,97,092; luxox.shop
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MEXICO PATIO SET 
Perfect for a nuclear family, this set comprising four chairs and a table is made 

of metal and wood, and flaunts a utilitarian aesthetic. It is a great venue for 

leisurely weekend breakfasts or morning cuppas with the daily newspaper.

`38,599; pepperfry.com

KOI BIRD BATH
Made with river stone and boasting a rustic grey-lava 

shade, this delightful sculpture is an apt garden 

embellishment. Parts of the bath are fashioned as 

fish and turtles to give a serene, aquatic theme that 

we’re sure will attract many birds! 

`45,659; beruru.com

VICTORIAN OUTDOOR 
POST LAMP
Impart a cosy ambience to 

your outdoor space with 

this classic lamp that comes 

with two light fixtures at 

different height levels. 

Certain to elevate your  

al fresco dinners and parties 

during balmy nights this 

season. Elegantly functional! 

`19,854;  
whisperinghomes.com

DREAMLINE HANGING SWING
A spot that everyone in the family will surely 

love! Crafted with wicker and featuring a 

cream powder-coated finish, it blends 

beautifully with all kinds of balcony décor. 

The wicker is UV-resistant, so it won’t 

get ruined under sunlight. `36,000; 
dreamlineoutdoorfurniture.com
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Dance the night away! 
CLEVER SPRING-CLEANING TIPS TO REFRESH YOUR HOME!

S U I T C A S E
STEAM IT  
Clean your microwaveʼs crusty 
grime by heating up a bowl fi lled 
with water, a few slices of lemon 
or orange, and some vinegar in 
the appliance. Once the window 
becomes foggy, switch off  the 
microwave and use a sponge to 
wipe the softened debris.

NO MORE MITES  
Use a vacuum with a 

HEPA fi lter and upholstery 
attachment to deep 

clean all the sides of your 
mattresses; follow it up 

with a disinfectant spray. 
Use a garment steamer or 
iron to eliminate dust bugs 

near the surface.GOODBYE, STAINS    
Choose portable cleaners 
with rotating brushes for 

easier carpet cleaning. To 
remove marks left by pets 

or odours, apply baking 
soda or carpet deodorizer 

with a soft brush and leave 
it on for 15-30 minutes. 

Simply vacuum this later.

TIME TO SPARKLE   
Repurpose old, cotton 

T-shirts for a streak-free 
clean-up of your mirrors 

and windowpanes. A 
mixture of white vinegar, 
distilled water, and a few 

drops of essential oil 
makes for an eff ective 

cleaning agent. 

LOOK UP  
Tackle the hassle of cleaning ceiling fans by 
inserting a pillowcase over each blade and 
pulling it through to wipe away the dust. Next, 
clean with a cloth dipped in warm soap water. 
And voila! Your fans are as good as new!  
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A clean slate
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Gift a
garden

A Pot & Bloom 
Grow-It-Yourself Kit is a 

gift that keeps on giving! 
Choose from newly- 

launched herb kits or opt 
for classic blooms and 

fresh vegetables. Backed 
by science, these kits 

are a perfect way to let 
your friends’ and 

families’ passion for 
gardening soar!

For corporate orders email
ecommerce@potandbloom.com

For individual orders visit
www.potandbloom.com

HerbsVegetables FlowersHerbsHerbs

R
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S U I T C A S E BUSINESS TRENDS

ELECTRIC 
VEHICLES 

POWERING 
THROUGH!

As the world focuses on 
sustainable practices to benefi t 
present and future generations, 

there has been a shift in the 
mindset of the automotive 

industry, too. Enter the Electric 
Vehicle (EV): a machine 

that balances the science of 
lowered carbon footprints with 
spectacular style. Letʼs explore 
the steady rise and challenges 

faced by the EV industry in India. 
By NIKHIL CHAWLA
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One of the companies spearheading 
this change is Audi India, led by 
Balbir Singh Dhillon, who says, 
“In 2021, our Board of Management 
announced a corporate strategy, 
‘Vorsprung 2030’, which essentially 
means a head start to 2030. More 
importantly, with this new strategy, 
Audi, as a brand, has announced a 
defi nitive timeline for the transition 
to electric mobility; this includes 
the launch of only EVs in 2026, 
ICE-powered car production to 
end in 2033, and an increased 
focus on software and autonomous 
technology.” Defi nitive steps, indeed!

IF YOU HAVE RECENTLY VISITED A CAR 
showroom, there is a high probability 
you would have seen an EV displayed 
among the internal combustion engine  
(ICE) petrol and diesel cars. This 
sudden induction of EVs may seem 
forced to many, especially petrolheads 
who want their auditory senses to be 
awakened by the sound of their car 
engine and tailpipe. But, as countries 
around the world try to lower their 
dependence on fossil fuels, become 
carbon neutral, and go green, a 
‘Switch to Electric’ is inevitable.  

The Indian government, too, 
has been promoting EV adoption 
by o� ering various incentives, 
such as reducing the GST on such 
vehicles from 12 to 5 per cent, tax 
exemptions, subsidies, and reduced 
import duties. And India is among 
a handful of countries supporting 
the global EV30@30campaign. This 
means that, if all goes as per plan, 
30 per cent of vehicles on India’s 
roads by 2030 will be EVs. This 
has encouraged automakers and 
various stakeholders to invest in the 
development of electric vehicles and 
the EV infrastructure in the country. 

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
According to the Government of India, 
India is home to more than 13 lakh 
EVs. A majority of these are electric 
rickshaws, followed by two-wheelers 
(electric scooters and bikes), and 
fi nally, electric cars or four-wheelers. 
While we have witnessed exponential 
growth in the 2W and 3W EVs, the 
sale of 4W EVs needs improvement. 

As such, the government has taken 
several steps to develop and promote 
the EV ecosystem in India. The Faster 
Adoption and Manufacturing of 
Electric Vehicles (FAME II) scheme 
has been remodelled for consumers, 
a production-linked incentive (PLI) 
scheme for Advanced Chemistry 
Cell (ACC) has been revamped for 
suppliers, and a PLI scheme for Auto 
and Automotive Components, valued 
at `26,000 crore, has been launched 
for EV manufacturers. 

These initiatives have made a 
positive impact on many carmakers.
The ‘Made In India’ Mercedes-Benz 
EQS is not only a hugely successful 
EV, it also helps foresee a roadmap 
that is encouraging other similar 
manufacturing wins. “The EQS’s local 

“In 2021, our Board 
of Management 

announced a 
corporate strategy, 
ʻVorsprung 2030’, 
which essentially 

means a head start 
to 2030.”

 Balbir Singh Dhillon, Head of Audi India.
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manufacturing firmly reiterates the 
global manufacturing competencies 
developed by Mercedes-Benz in India. 
We are very bullish of our EV roadmap 
in India and estimate 25 per cent of 
our total sales from EVs in the next 
four years,” says Santosh Iyer, MD  
& CEO, Mercedes-Benz India.

India has also advocated five 
elements for climate change in the 
nation, known as ‘Panchamrita’. 

Increasing non-fossil energy capacity 
to 500 gigawatts by 2030.

Providing 50 per cent of India’s overall 
energy needs through renewable sources.

Reducing carbon emissions by  
1 billion tonnes by 2030.

Reducing carbon intensity by  
45 per cent by 2030.

Achieving net zero by 2070.
Despite these programmes, EVs 

account for only two per cent of the 
overall vehicles sold in India. Let’s 
discuss the reasons for this disparity. 

THE ROADBLOCKS AHEAD 
Factors like charging infrastructure, a 
limited range of EVs, and high upfront 
costs are hampering the sales of these 
vehicles. To address these concerns, the 
government is working on setting up 
charging stations across the country 
and providing subsidies for installing 
home-charging units. The following, 

however, are the ABC of challenges 
faced by this industry.
Anxiety: Range Anxiety is real! Simply 
put, it is the fear that the vehicle’s 
battery will not have sufficient charge 
to reach its destination. Often, the 
claimed range of EVs (achieved under 
test conditions) is not at par with the 
actual range. Ambient temperature is 
another issue: while colder conditions 
can limit the charging speed of EVs 
and reduce the distance they can travel, 
it is the heat that is the real enemy of 
electric car batteries. The more you 
operate and charge your EV in high 
temperatures, the quicker your battery’s 
ability to retain a charge will decline. 
Battery: A gas engine has over 2,000 
moving parts, whereas an EV has only 
18. The latter mainly rely on battery 
packs and motors, and these batteries, 
in general, should last at least 10 years 
or for 1,00,000 km. What happens 
after that? While you can keep a petrol 
or diesel car running for longer with 
regular service, an EV would require 
a change of the battery pack, usually a 
third of the vehicle’s overall cost. 
Cost: The upfront price of buying an 
EV car/4W is double its petrol variant. 
While the maintenance cost of an EV 
is significantly lower than a petrol 
or diesel vehicle, paying double the 
amount is still a big concern for many.

Santosh Iyer,   
MD & CEO, 
Mercedes-Benz 
India.

Sachin Tendulkar at the 
Formula E Race in Hyderabad. 

Shailesh Chandra, MD, 
Tata Motors Passenger 
Vehicles Ltd.
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COUNTERING CHALLENGES
To overcome these worries, the 
infrastructure needs to be developed 
to gain the consumer’s confi dence. 
Collaboration among stakeholders—
automakers, infrastructure providers, 
and building facilities—is needed 
to deploy EV infrastructure rapidly. 
This includes standardisation of 
charging ports or charging solutions, 
interoperability, and communications. 
A charging infrastructure that mimics 
the typical fuel station setup is essential.

According to Kartikey Hariyani, 
Founder & CEO, Charge+Zone, “The 
EV charging infrastructure in India 
is progressing at a steady rate to help 
India realize its E-mobility dream. As 
per a recent report by Counterpoint, 
there are more than 2,700 public 
charging stations and 5,500 charging 
connectors in the country with the 
expected number of charging stations 
set to reach 10,000 by the year 2025.”  

A joint report by Indian Venture 
and Alternate Capital Association 
(IVCA), Induslaw and Ernst & Young 

is even more promising, citing that 
the number of charging stations in the 
nation will increase to 1,00,000 units 
by 2027 to accommodate the demand 
of nearly 1.4 million EVs expected to be 
on the roads in India. We will also need 
about 20 lakh charging stations by 
2030 to cater to 5 crore EVs by then!

The private sector has also played 
a signifi cant role in promoting EVs in 
India. “They (EVs) put the power of 
doing good for the environment in the 
hands of the customers,” says Shailesh 
Chandra, MD, Tata Motors Passenger 
Vehicles Ltd. “Spurred by the inherent 
benefi ts of EVs and incentives provided 
by the government, customers are 
showing tremendous interest in EVs.” 
This year, Hyundai launched its very 
successful all-electric SUV Hyundai 
IONIQ 5 in India. “We are committed 
to adding six EVs to our portfolio by 
2028, representing our shift towards 
future mobility for a brighter and more 
sustainable tomorrow,” says Unsoo 
Kim, MD & CEO, Hyundai Motor 
India Ltd. 

Moreover, Ola Electric announced 
its plans to expand its production 
capabilities across 2Ws, 4Ws, and cells. 
As part of this, they will set up an EV 
Hub to house advanced cell and EV 
manufacturing facilities, vendor and 
supplier parks, and the larger ancillary 
ecosystem for EVs at a single location. 

RACING TO THE FUTURE 
The recent Formula E Race in India 
pays testimony to India’s seriousness 
about EVs. Held at the Hyderabad 
E-Prix Track , the event was attended 
by Sachin Tendulkar, Shikhar Dhawan, 
Deepak Hooda, PV Sindhu, and Ram 
Charan, to name a few.

Overall, the rise of EVs in India is a 
positive development, and the outlook 
for the future is hopeful. The market 
is expected to continue to grow in the 
coming years. All we can say is that 
it’s a one-way street now, and if we are 
looking towards a more sustainable 
future, there will be no coming back to 
internal combustion engines. So, let’s 
welcome EVs with open arms! 

“Hyundai Motor India is committed 
to adding six EVs to its portfolio 
by 2028.”

Unsoo Kim, MD & CEO, Hyundai Motor India Ltd.
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S U I T C A S E FOOD TRAILS

Choris Pao 
Exemplifying Goa’s Indo-Portuguese heritage, 
choris or chourico are European-style sausages from 
Portugal. The pork is heavily salted and sun-dried, 
rubbed with spices, toddy vinegar and feni, stu� ed 
in casing, and smoked to make choris. Stu�  it inside 
crusty Goan pao (type of bread; another Portuguese 
import) to make the perfect street-side snack! 
Try it at: Valanka Fast Food, Colva.

Chicken Xacuti
This complex Goan curry is usually 
prepared with chicken, lamb, beef, or even 
with vegetables. While coconut forms the 
base and spices such as chilli, black pepper, 
and cloves are used, the addition of lightly 
toasted white poppy seeds sets it apart from 
other curries. Mop it up with pao in true 
Goan style or eat it with rice if you prefer—
either way this fl avourful curry makes for 
a comforting meal. 
Try it at: Vinayak Family Restaurant, Assagao. 

Bebinca
The perfect way to round o�  your Goan meal! Bebinca 
is a luscious, multi-layered cake made with coconut 
milk, ghee, egg yolks, fl our, sugar, and nutmeg. 
Traditionally, it has between seven to 16 layers, 
requiring a laborious process that involves each layer 
being cooked individually. A Christmas specialty, its 
immense popularity means that bebinca is available 
all year round at restaurants and shops across Goa. 
Try it at: Viva Panjim, Panaji. 
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GOA IN DISHESDISHES
Originating from Konkani roots but heavily infl uenced by 450 years of Portuguese rule, Goan food is unlike 

any other Indian cuisine. While it has many nuances, this creative range can be broadly divided into 
Portuguese- and Saraswat-inspired fare, with one thing in common—theyʼre both equally 

mouth-wateringly appetising. Check out these seven iconic dishes to get a taste of Goan-tastic fl avours!
By PRACHI JOSHI  
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Dr. Sohini Sastri: The women who
changes the dynamic of Vedic Astrology

Dr. Sohini Sastri
Life Coach and President Award

WinningAstrologer

Best astrologer in India, Dr. Sohini Sastri, does 
not need an eloquent introduction. Currently 
she holds the record of  “most searched 
astrologer in India”. Dr. Sohini Sastri has 
received multiple national awards and 
recognized as ‘best astrologer in Delhi’, ‘best 
astrologer in India’ by media houses like Times 
of  India, Business Standard, Hindustan Times, of  India, Business Standard, Hindustan Times, 
Amar Ujala etc. She has also been felicitated by 
several universities and honored with degrees 
like Doctorate; D.Litt.

TM

“We all have certain role to play for the sake of  
mankind and those who are privileged should 
always stretch their hands towards those who 
are in need.” – this is the philosophy Dr. Sohini 
Sastri believes and maintains. Dr. Sohini Sastri 
has been following the path of  spirituality since 
her early age and always keen to help her 
followers with the divine knowledge and power followers with the divine knowledge and power 
she possessed. They say, if  you can achieve one 
quality in life, ‘be kind’. Dr. Sastri manifested 
that saying, through her journey so far. Her 
wholehearted involvement in numerous social 
activities, humbleness, and candid nature helps 
her to stand out from others.

Astrologer, Life Coach, and Philanthropist Dr. 
Sohini Sastri specializes in Krishnamurti 
Paddhati, popularly known as KP astrology. It is 
regarded as the most accurate system of  present 
time. 

Along with Vedic astrology, Dr. Sohini Sastri Along with Vedic astrology, Dr. Sohini Sastri 
also excels at Palmistry, Numerology, Vastu 
Shastra, and Color therapy. Being a certified 
Gemologist, she always recommends and helps 
her followers to choose genuine gemstones & 
rudraksh. She has never backed down from 
spreading the positivity she draws from her 
spiritual practices. Over the last few decades, spiritual practices. Over the last few decades, 
she has helped thousands of  her followers with 
astrological prediction and cosmic energy. They 
say, she has a divine aura and positive vibes 
around her, which gives a calmness and a sense 
of  certainty to the most disturbed person. In an 
interview, Dr. Sastri revealed how spirituality 
and her belief  in supreme power has helped her and her belief  in supreme power has helped her 
to keep calm and overcome all the difficulties. 
She has suggested the same for us. She says, 
“Think one step at a time, keep your calm, 
meditate, and do something good and impactful 
for the society through your journey. In the 
process, you will realize you are not alone, the 
universe is working for you.”universe is working for you.”

Her enormous contribution to astrology and social 
reformation made her part of  numerous esteemed 
communities in both astrology and social 
awareness sector.Among numerous awards and 
accolades Dr. Sasri has received, few of  the latest 
are -

• Champion of  Change, 2018 from Honorable Vice • Champion of  Change, 2018 from Honorable Vice 
President Shri Venkaiah Naidu
• Champion of  Change, 2019 from former 
President Late Shri Pranab Mukherjee 
• Pride of  Nation, 2019 from Honorable Defense 
Minister Shri Rajnath Singh
• Indian Achievers Award, 2020 from Honorable • Indian Achievers Award, 2020 from Honorable 
Union HRD Minister Dr. Ramesh Pokhriyal
• Champion of  Change, 2020 from Honorable 
Governor of  Maharashtra Shri Bhagat Singh 
Koshyari
• Felicitated by Governor of  West Bengal Shri 
Jagdeep DhanKhar
• Felicitated by Honorable Governor of  • Felicitated by Honorable Governor of  
Uttarakhand Shrimoti Baby Rani Mouriya
• Femina Brand Award, 2021 by Femina India
• Honoured by World Book of  Record 2022 for her 
contribution in astrology, palmistry, vastu shastra 
etc.

To spread awareness about astrology she has started To spread awareness about astrology she has started 
writing books in laymen language and those books 
are getting immense popularity. Within a very short 
career span as an author, she has already published 
3 books, i.e. A Complete Guide to Astrology, 
Handbook of  Corporate and Professional 
Astrology, and Career Astrology Made Easy.

Being a woman entrepreneur, she always expresses Being a woman entrepreneur, she always expresses 
the need of  woman empowerment and how it can 
help the society. She says, “Be proud of  being a 
woman, celebrate your womanhood”. 

We can all agree that she is creating an impact on We can all agree that she is creating an impact on 
the society in many fields, be it astrology, women 
empowerment, or social activities; Dr. Sohini Sastri 
is the name we are, and we will be hearing 
repeatedly.

www.sohinisastri.com
9038136660 
Follow us on 
for latest informations and interesting 
articles on astrology
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Pork Vindaloo 
Arguably the most famous 
of all Goan dishes, this tangy 
fare perfectly complements 
the rich texture of the meat. 
Of course, it can be made with 
chicken or lamb, as well. It’s a 
common misconception that 
vindaloo contains potato (aloo), 
but the name comes from the 
Portuguese words for wine 
(vin) and garlic (alho). The 
Goan version uses palm vinegar 
instead of wine. The red chillies 
give the stew its fiery colour.
Try it at: Hospedaria Venite 
Restaurant & Bar, Panaji. 

Pork Vindaloo

Ghotache Sansav
This delicious, Saraswat-style 
vegetarian curry is made with 
a fruit adored by Indians—ripe 
Goan mangoes (ghotam). The 
pulpy curry, which is sweet, tangy, 
and mildly spicy, gets its name 
from the addition of mustard 
(sansav) in its composition. 
Freshly grated coconut is used as 
a base along with some jaggery. 
The typically thick curry is 
usually eaten with steamed rice. 
A delightful treat! 
Try it at: Kokni Kanteen,  Panaji.

Ambot Tik Curry
The real star of Goa’s curry repertoire, 
ambot tik literally translates to ‘sour 
and spicy’. Unlike most Goan curries, 
it contains no coconut. Instead, it uses 
onion and tomato as a base. Ambot 
tik is usually made with shark meat, 
although prawns and squid are also 
used. Have it with sannas (steamed 
rice cakes) for a satisfying meal.
Try it at: Mum’s Kitchen, Panaji. 

Ambot Tik Curry
The real star of Goa’s curry repertoire, ambot tik 
literally translates as ‘sour and spicy’. Unlike the 
standard Goan curry, this fiery, red curry contains 
no coconut. Instead, it uses onion and tomato as a 
base, the heat comes from red chillies, and tamarind 
is used as a souring agent. Ambot tik is usually 
made with shark meat, although other fish, as well 
as prawns and squid, are also commonly used. Try 
it with steamed rice or sannas (spongy steamed 
rice cakes) for a soul-satisfying experience. Try it at: 
Mum’s Kitchen in in Panaji. 

Prawn Balchao  
A spicy tangy pickle of sorts, balchao 
uses a litany of spices and a generous 
quantity of vinegar (traditionally 
toddy vinegar, but the dish can 
also be made with malt or white 
vinegar). Onions and tomatoes are 
used as a base and ground along with 
red chillies, ginger, garlic, pepper, 
cumin, and other spices. While pork 
or fish can be used, balchao is most 
commonly made with prawns and is 
usually eaten with chapati or rice.  
Try it at: Martin’s Corner, Betalbatim.

Vistara offers daily direct flights from Bangalore, twice daily direct flights from Delhi 
and Mumbai to the Dabolim Airport, as well as daily direct flights from Bengaluru and 
direct flights six times a week from Mumbai to the New Goa International Airport.

GETTING THERE
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S U I T C A S E FOOD TRAILS
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Once a year, Mother Nature puts up a kaleidoscopic show of technicolour extravagance. 
From blushing flowers to verdant valleys and grand avian migration spectacles, we bring 

you a global list of seven colourful destinations to pin to your spring mood board. 
By POOJA NAIK
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Hitachi Seaside Park, Japan 
Experience a waterfront garden awash in 
springtime glory in the Land of the Rising Sun. 
A sight sure to take your breath away, Hitachi 
Seaside Park is home to rolling landscapes 
covered in nemophila—a beautiful blue annual 
herb native to North America. Known as 
rurikarakusa in Japanese, these pretty fl owers 
are referred to as ‘baby blue eyes’ in English. The 
name’s origins, however, are rooted in Greek, 
where nemos translates to ‘small forest’ and 
phileo means ‘to love’. 

About a two-hour-drive from Tokyo, this 
350-hectare park is defi nitely worth the trip, just 
to witness this variety of plants, which grow up to 
20 centimetres tall and produce fl owers between 
two to three centimetres in size. In a country 
known for its splendid show of cherry blossoms, 
nemophila typically take centre stage between 
mid-April and early May. Believed to be symbols 
of success, these blooms are also considered to be 
harbingers of luck and happiness. 

Bonn, Germany
Besides being the birthplace of musical maestro 
Beethoven, this historic city in western Germany 
has a ‘blooming’ surprise for visitors. Plan a trip 
in the month of April and be treated to bursts 
of cherry blossoms along almost every bend and 
corner of its roads and neighbourhoods! The best 
place to view these pink posies is Heerstraße, 
also known as Cherry Blossom Avenue. It was 
in the 1980s that ornamental Japanese cherry 
blossom trees were planted along this street, but 
its growing popularity has attracted a fl urry of 
Instagrammers to the neighbourhood in recent 
years. For a quieter, less-crowded viewing, head 
to the equally gorgeous Südstadt (South City) 
and Sterntor City Gate. The former is nestled 
alongside the banks of the Rhine River that’s 

Do make sure to visit the food stalls to try baby-blue-
coloured soft-serve ice cream and nemophila-shaped 
cookies. Simply delicious!

Fly to Tokyo with Vistara’s codeshare partners 
Singapore Airlines and Japan Airlines.

GETTING THERE

A sea of blue merges into the 
horizon at the stunning 

Hitachi Seaside Park, Japan. 

I m a g e s  c o u r t e s y : P h u b e t  J u n t a r u n g s e e /  S h u t t e r s t o c k
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S U I T C A S E SPRING COLOURS
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ideal for a romantic river cruise.  
Not that there’s any dearth of love 
in the air, even when you’re simply 
strolling down these canopied,  
pink-hued boulevards. 

Keukenhof Gardens, Holland 
While many places around the world 
are known for their tulip displays,  
none come close to the ultimate  
show-stopper—the striking Keukenhof 
Gardens. Centred around an annual 
theme, the flower park is a flamboyant 
exhibition of eight inspirational 
gardens, events, and artworks. The 
themes range from concepts like ‘a 
world of colours’, ‘flower classics’, 
‘flower power’, and more. 

Visitors can also enjoy several 
hiking trails that commence from 

Keukenhof and flaunt spectacular 
views of the flower gardens. Besides 
rows of tulips in red, yellow, white, 
pink, and purple, expect weekly 
shows of hyacinth, freesia, and 
chrysanthemum in the Oranje Nassau 
Pavillion. Additionally, sway to Dutch 
music by mop bands and participate in 
the Holland Heritage weekend, where 
traditional music, old crafts, costumes, 
various types of cheeses, and tulips are 
showcased with much fanfare.  

Sandhill Crane Migration, Canada
Look skywards during springtime 
in Canada and there’s a great chance 
you’ll witness flocks of grey-bodied, 
crimson-capped birds following 
traditional migration flyways. These 
are the Sandhill Cranes and they 
know how to attract attention in 
style! Sticking together in groups of 
hundreds, sometimes even thousands, 
the birds are characterised by 

distinctive trumpeting cries. And that’s 
not all. The male of the species display 
affection towards their prospective 
partners with peculiar dances. These 
birds sure have got the moves!  

You can spot them in nine of 
Canada’s 13 provinces and territories, 
including Yukon, British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Northwest 
Territories, Nunavut, Manitoba, 
Ontario, and Quebec; and they are  
“accidental” visitors in four others: 
Newfoundland and Labrador,  
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and 
Prince Edward Island. Now, that’s 
plenty of holiday destinations to 
choose from! 

Rainbow Mountain, Peru 
Ever wonder what nature’s canvas 
might look like if it were scribbled 
on with crayons? Peru’s Rainbow 
Mountain probably holds the answer! 
Boasting shades of blue, red, green, CL
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Travel to Amsterdam on the Deutsche  
Bahn with Vistara’s new Rail & Fly service, 
via Frankfurt.

GETTING THERE

Vistara offers direct flights six times a week 
between Delhi and Frankfurt. 

GETTING THERE

Maxstraße must not be skipped for 
its white flowers. And the 11th-century 
Bonn Minster church is an architectural 
landmark that warrants a visit.

Keukenhof is a seasonal, ticketed event and 
will be open daily from 23 March to 14 May, 
2023. Do check dates and timings online to 
avoid disappointment.

A canopy of pink blossoms 
create romantic hues in 

Bonn, Germany.

Spring comes to life with rows 
of colourful tulips blossoms in 
Keukenhof Gardens, Holland.

Sandhill cranes in flight are a vision 
of greys and browns in many 

districts of Canada. 

Fly to Toronto with Vistara’s codeshare 
partner Air Canada.

GETTING THERE

Sandhill cranes are considered social by 
nature and usually live in pairs or family 
groups throughout the year. This gives 
visitors plenty of opportunities to capture 
some stunning photos.
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purple, terracotta, and beyond—this 
vibrantly-hued paradise is a treat for 
the eyes. So, what’s the secret? The 
explanation lies in the ice that once 
cloaked the area. When it melted, the 
resultant water mixed with various 
minerals and sediments deposited on 
the surface. This seemingly simple 
process covered the surroundings in 
myriad hues, forming lines after lines 
of colourful patches on the exterior of 
the mountain. 

The range, also called Montaña 
de Siete Colores (Mountain of Seven 
Colours), is part of the famous Andes 
Mountains in Cusco region. It is 
very important to remember that 
the mountain sits at a rather high 
elevation of 17,060 feet above sea 
level. So, be prepared for an arduous 
hike involving fairly steep ascents 
and descents! 
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Munnar, India
Lush tea and spice plantations hug 
mountainous bends in Munnar, 
pegging it as an unbeatable road-trip 
destination in Kerala. The popular 
hill station sits at the cradle of three 
mountain streams—Muthirapuzha, 
Nallathanni, and Kundala—at about 
5,250 feet above sea level. In fact, 
‘Munnar’ translates to ‘three rivers’ 
in Malayalam. The town was an 
erstwhile summer retreat for the 
British in the colonial era because 
of its captivating beauty during that 
season. However, springtime is just as 
splendid. The landscape is a veritable 
canvas of all the possible gradients 
of green: forests, savannah, valleys, 
and winding walkways in addition to 
gurgling streams and waterfalls. And 
the weather is perpetually pleasant, 
with temperatures ranging from 19° to 
35°C. A truly delightful destination for 
a family vacation!

Columbia River Gorge, USA 
In the Venn diagram of the world’s 
greatest hiking spots and spring 
destinations, Columbia River Gorge 
will probably feature bang in the 
centre. Entire hillsides are speckled 
with wildflowers in sunshine yellow 
during peak blooms, turning already 
enticing hikes into visual spectacles. 
Of the numerous routes that can 
be traversed here, quite a few are 
exceptionally scenic. 

The five-kilometre trail up Mosier 
Plateau opened to the public a decade 
ago, and since then, it has become 
one of the most popular wildflower 
hikes in the Pacific Northwest. The 
path winds past an old cemetery 
and a waterfall, before leading up 

to the plateau itself, where yellow 
balsamroot or Oregon sunflowers 
bloom mid-spring. Moreover, the 
Rowena Crest in the Tom McCall 
Nature Preserve, best known for 
the viewpoint overlooking a hairpin 
bend in the Historic Columbia River 
Highway, has two trails that diverge 
from it, leading to wildflower displays. 
To sight yellow balsamroot and purple 
lupine flowers, embark on the nearly 
six-kilometre trek up to McCall Point. 
It won’t disappoint! 

Fly to Portland with Vistara’s codeshare 
partners Air Canada and British Airways.

GETTING THERE

Great light guarantees great photos. So, 
time your hike in the early morning or just 
before dusk. 

Fly to Lima with Vistara’s codeshare 
partners Air Canada and United Airlines.

GETTING THERE

It does not get better than Dog Mountain 
when it comes to gorge-side hikes. Despite 
the difficulty level of the 11-kilometre 
trek, it invites a high concentration of 
adventure enthusiasts. 

A vista of lush greenery in 
scenic Munnar, India. 

A profusion of yellow and purple 
flowers spread across the hills at 
Columbia River Gorge, USA.

Vistara offers twice daily direct flights 
between Delhi and Kochi.

GETTING THERE

Munnar is also known for neelakurinji, a 
rare blue plant endemic to the area whose 
flowers bloom only once in 12 years. The 
next phenomenon is slated to take place 
in 2030.

The enchanting, fairy-tale 
like beauty of Rainbow 

Mountain in Peru.
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Did you know that Holi and the onset of spring are celebrated in multiple ways around India? 
Here are five distinct customs that showcase the country’s truly diverse regional hues.

UNIQUELY COLOURFUL  

BASANT UTSAV, 
WEST BENGAL
Literally translated as the 
‘celebration of spring’, 
this festival is also known 
as Dol Utsav. The event 
incorporates dance, poetry 
recitation, and music, even 
as participants serenade 
each other with fl owers.

SHIGMO FESTIVAL, GOA 
Trust Goa to have a grand 
party! Fusing Hindu rituals 
with a community carnival, 
the city comes alive with 
colourful fl oats, folk dances, 
and music. Interestingly, it 
has two variants—Dhakto 
and Vhadlo—which take 
place one after the other.

HOLA MOHALLA, PUNJAB
Held in Anandpur Sahib, 
this event is a celebration 
of brotherhood and valour. 
The three-day festivities 
feature langars (community 
meals), musical gatherings, 
as well as horse riding, 
motorcycling, and sword 
fi ghting performances. 

ROYAL HOLI, RAJASTHAN
Celebrated in Udaipur, this 
regal event is organised 
by the city’s royal Mewar 
family. Brilliant decorations 
adorn the palace, while 
guests enjoy a procession 
of horses and ceremonial 
dances around a striking, 
traditional bonfi re. 

CHRONICLES OF IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES 

E S C A P E

LATHMAR HOLI, 
UTTAR PRADESH

Adding a weapon 
harder than just colour, 

this unique form of 
Holi involves women 

using sticks to beat 
men, who try to protect 

themselves with shields! 
The tradition aims to 

recreate a Hindu legend 
involving Lord Krishna 

and Goddess Radha.CL
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THE MOTHER OF ALL CITIES 
If South Africa is the Rainbow Nation, then Cape Town is a glorious opus 

of its vibrant communities, eclectic style, and colourful cultural hotspots. 
By ANANYA BAHL

FEW KNOW THAT CAPE TOWN IS ALSO 
called the Mother City, a moniker it 
earned as South Africa’s ‘original city’. 
Others believe it got this name when 
a newspaper called it the nation’s 
true metropolis, a word whose Greek 
origins mean ‘mother’. In any case, 
there’s no denying that the minute I 
stepped foot in the city, its maternal 
instinct enveloped me—as if to ensure 
I was treated to the best of its sights.

My journey to the very bosom of 
Cape Town began at Table Mountain, 
my first stop in the city, and, arguably, 
the country’s most iconic geographical 
feature. Perched at a lofty 1,089 
metres above sea level, it’s accessed by 
the Table Mountain Aerial Cableway, 
at Tafelberg Road, which took me to 
the flat-topped peak and introduced 
me to a breathtaking vision of 
the city’s neighbourhoods and the 
expansive Atlantic Ocean, shimmering 

precious our everyday freedoms are. 
The cell has been visited by eminent 
presidents like Nikolas Sarkozy and 
Barack Obama, and artistes including 
Annie Lennox, Beyonce, and Peter 
Gabriel. It’s a powerful site, one not 
easily forgotten, if ever. 

The ferry ride back to the V&A 
Waterfront was sombre. But once 
there, I began to truly enjoy the little 
joys of life that we often take for 
granted. And as I settled in at The Fat 
Fish Café for a meal of fish and chips—
batter-fried local Cape Hake washed 
down with a lemonade—I raised a 
toast to the heavens in thanks for this 
utterly delicious treat! 

NIGHT TIME JAUNTS
Post my eventful afternoon, I rested 
for a while at my hotel, the Southern 
Sun Cape Sun, before heading out 
for a true taste of Africa. Literally! 

I had reservations at the GOLD 
Restaurant, on Bennett Street. This 
wasn’t just any meal but rather a deep 
dive into the cuisines and cultures of 
nations like Ethiopia, Mali, Namibia, 
Tanzania, Morocco, and South Africa, 
among others. On display was a 
delightful frenzy of colour, as servers 
dressed in indigenous clothing, 
served 14 courses of exotic fare. My 
favourites were the Namibian ostrich 
fillet salad, Ethiopian Iab (a dip 
made with curd cheese and herbs), 
Cameroon lime and mango chicken, 
Moroccan couscous, and Cape 
Town rooibos (local herb) ice cream. 
With so much on offer, no wonder 
it’s called an ‘African taste safari’! 
The experience was enriched by 
local dancing. For me, the standout 
performances were the Malian puppet 
show in the tradition of the Bamana 
people, and the ceremonial arrival  

of the Queen Mother, dressed in gold 
from head to toe, as is customary in 
the Akan tribe of Ghana. There was 
also no way I was leaving without 
shaking a leg or two to some African 
beats—an absolute must for burning 
all those calories.

Next, on a fellow diner’s 
suggestion, I headed to Long Street 
to enjoy Cape Town’s legendary 
nightlife. And I was bowled over! It 
was a Saturday night, and party fever 
was soaring. The city’s young and 
elite, dressed in strikingly fashionable 
wear, were ready to take on the night 
with fervour. Boisterous revellers, 
bohemian brouhaha, neon lights, 
and steady streams of people moving 
from club to club are common sights 
here. I soon realised that in this party 
frenzy, it’s best to go with the flow. 
Nightlife districts are some of the  
best places to soak in the local feel  

in its cerulean-shaded magnificence. 
As the billowing winds tousled my 
hair with hearty gusto, I took a deep 
breath of appreciation at this marvel 
of nature, even as my eyes zeroed in 
on an island in the distance. It’s fair  
to say, I was intrigued.

CURATED CONTRASTS
Back on ground level, it takes about 
a 20-minute drive to reach the V&A 
Waterfront from the cableway station. 
A chic destination, the complex is a 
luxurious oceanfront paradise, where 
locals and tourists saunter in and 
out of its many stylish eateries, high-
end shops, fashionable boutiques, 
and quirky cafés. Enticing as it was, 
I had to reserve my exploration of 
the promenade for later as I was 
scheduled to board a ferry to Robben 
Island from its Nelson Mandela 
Gateway. This piece of land, so cut 

off from Cape Town yet in such 
close proximity to it, is a thought-
provoking memorial to those 
who resisted colonisation, fought 
for independence, and preached 
de-segregation. The 30-minute ferry 
ride (if the choppy waves get you 
woozy, fix your eyes on the ubiquitous 
Table Mountain for stability) took me 
to Murray’s Bay Harbour, where a bus 
and designated guide escorted the 
group through the moving sights of 
the island’s museum.

We witnessed the stark, white 
Lime Quarry, where prisoners were 
forced into back-breaking work, 
among other exhibits, including the 
cell where the great Nelson Mandela 
was imprisoned for 18 long years. 
To see that small, 56-square-foot 
space, where a leader with such a 
magnanimous personality and large 
ideals was held, is a reminder of how 

Breathtaking  view of Cape Town 
against  the lofty Table Mountain. 

Performers in African finery 
at GOLD Restaurant.

Yachts stationed  at the  the chic 
V&A Waterfront on a sunny day.
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Screws or fasteners are the smallest part in any assembled product. Their size belies their importance. 
Every assembled product requires a fastener in order to ensure a safe and strong final construction. 

One Indian entrepreneur identified the importance of  this small yet versatile product to build an 
empire that laid the foundation for the nation to become self-sufficient.

LANDMARK—THE NAME SAYS IT ALL!

ADVERTORIAL

In the late 90s, the colour-coated sheet 
profi ling trend was picking up in India. The 
concept of self-drilling screws was non-
existent and these were imported into India. 
Pankaj Lidoo and Vipin Lidoo established a 
company to import screws from Taiwan. 

Blessed with tremendous foresight and 
ambition, they dedicated a lot of energy and 
investments on research and development 
to enhance their expertise enough to start 
developing these products in India itself. As 
a result, they were the fi rst Indian company 
to manufacture screws within the country.

Pankaj and Vipin worked tirelessly to 
achieve this goal, visiting Taiwan often to 
understand the manufacturing technology 
of screws. Having learnt the intricacies of 
the process, they imported the machines to 
set up the manufacturing unit in Ghaziabad. 
Joining hands with their Taiwanese partner 
resulted in a symbiotic exchange of ideas 
and technologies, leading to Landmark 
Crafts Pvt. Ltd. emerging as a pioneer and 
a market leader in its segment.

Currently, the company is focused on 
improvising and expanding its product 
range. Broadly, there are three di� erent 
kinds of products: self-drilling screws, 
aluminium blind rivets, and dry-wall screws. 
However, the application of self-drilling 
screws has increased drastically, extending 
itself to the smallest of products. So, the 
company is geared to help the industry 
with various types of screws or fasteners, 
designed specifi cally for a range  of 
applications and mediums. Their future 
project involves screws for concrete walls.

Landmark Crafts Pvt. Ltd. has state-of-
the-art factories with three units located in 

Vipin Lidoo, Managing Director, 
Landmark Crafts Pvt. Ltd.

Himachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir, 
the applications are mostly wood-based, 
whereas in the South, products need to be 
anti-corrosive, given the salt-laden humidity. 
Landmark Crafts Pvt. Ltd. customises their 
products to ensure that customer’s needs 
are perfectly met. That is the secret behind 
their success in retaining brand value and 
reputation. It’s a quest for perfection!

With a roster of prestigious clients like 
BHEL, Railways, and DMRC with whom 
they enjoy long-standing relationships, their 
credentials are impeccable. It is no surprise 
that the company that started supplying 
Delhi Metro, is now the vendor of choice to 
metro projects all over the country.

As a company committed to achieving 
client’s satisfaction by consistently meeting 
specifi c requirements and timely delivery 
through a process of continued training 
and adoption of new technology, setting 
new Landmarks is but natural for us! 

Panchkula, Haryana. These sophisticated 
production units are the major USP of the 
company. An ISO 9001:2015 accredited 
organisation, it is also rated SME-1 by 
CRISIL and is accredited by D&B D-U-
N-S Number: 86-391-8674. With these 
proven, superior quality manufacturing 
facilities, they are capable of tackling the 
rising challenges in the fi eld e� ectively.

Landmark Crafts Pvt. Ltd. has a 
pan-India presence with close to 10-11 
marketing o¢  ces across the country. Future 
plans include opening up units across 
India to cater to industries in an e� ective 
and e¢  cient manner. They are focusing on 
innovation to expand the product range and 
increasing production to cover up the gap 
between demand and supply.

With a country as geographically 
diverse as India, the customer demand is 
di� erent at each and every location, and 
so, their application is di� erent, too. In 

Vipin Lidoo, Managing Director, 
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of a destination, and Long Street was 
no different—the people-watching 
opportunities are endless! There 
really is something for every kind of 
night owl here and I was happy to 
stumble upon the Stones Pool Bar, 
which had an understated vibe much 
to my liking. 

I’m told that parties at Long Street 
last until the wee hours of the morning, 
but I decided to call it a night soon, to 
recharge for the next day’s adventures.

COLOURFUL CORNERS
The Mother City truly holds all her 
kids close to heart. There’s so much 
vibrancy at every turn, and to sample  
it all in a relatively short time,  

I headed on a tour with Cape Sidecar 
Adventures. Equipped with leather 
jackets and a vrooming motorbike, this 
is a retro twist to quintessential sights 
in a cosmopolitan city—a testament 
to Cape Town’s multifaceted character. 
My guide took me to the almost-unreal 
Bo Kaap neighbourhood, home to the 
Cape Malay community. Think of every 
bright colour you can imagine and 
you’re sure to find a building painted 
with it here. To say that 90 per cent of 
my camera roll is filled with pictures 
of this neighbourhood would be an 
understatement. We stopped by the Bo 
Kaap Kombuis, a restaurant serving 
delicious Cape Malay dishes like 
bobotie (a baked dish made with rice 

and meat mince) and samoosa (much 
like our samosa), where I got to know 
about the unique history and culture 
of the community. They trace their 
origins back to the Dutch colonies of 
Southeast Asia and came here to work 
centuries ago. Interestingly, they also 
contributed towards making Afrikaans 
a written language!

Cultural education done, I made 
my way through the city to Boulders 
Beach, a tranquil seaside spot home 
to African penguins—yes, it was 
surreal to see these creatures at a 
sunny beach. Just another day in 
magical South Africa! The balmy 
weather, shimmery sand, azure waves, 
and delightful birds made me feel I 
was in paradise. With the wind in my 
hair and not a care in the world, I felt 
gratitude for being thoroughly spoiled 
by the Mother City. 

Fly to Cape Town with Vistara’s codeshare 
partner Singapore Airlines and interline 
partners Emirates, Ethiopian, Kenya 
Airways, and Qatar Airways.

GETTING THERE
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Vibrantly colourful  buildings
in the Bo Kaap neighbourhood.

Thrilling rides 
around Cape Town with 

Cape Sidecar Adventures. Delightful African 
penguins prancing  
around Boulders Beach.
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SWINGIN’ 
THROUGH 
SINGAPORE 
This spring season, the island-nation is 
lush with new sights and experiences 
sure to enthral you, in every sense. 
By ANITA RAO KASHI

THERE’S NO PLACE QUITE LIKE 
Singapore, given the astonishing 
number of experiences it packs within 
its compact size. What’s more, there is 
always something new to see, try, and 
experience, indoors or outdoors. From 
a drink on the brand-new, open-air 
ride SkyHelix and a delicious swirl 
in the Ice Cream Museum, to a walk 
through a cloud forest straight out 
of the whimsical movie Avatar—the 
options here are seemingly endless!

 
OF ARTISTIC DREAMS
Spring in Singapore means everywhere 
you look, there are brightly coloured 
flowers spilling over from balconies, 
boulevards, and avenues, all set against 
the backdrop of slick high-rises. 
Enjoy this profusion of colours by 
introducing some additional whimsy 
into your day. What better way to do 
that than by stepping into a movie. 

his most famous masterpiece, as 
you enter the hall. Then head to the 
projections showcasing his other 
iconic works. The most stunning 
exhibit, however, is the adaptation 
of his famous work The Starry 
Night—the painting comes alive in 
a sprawling room where it swirls 
around, mesmerising you with its 
dreamy blue spirals. All you need to 

do is sit down and be swept away by 
the colours, movement, and emotion.

FOR THE CHILD IN YOU
From satiating artistic cravings to a 
gratifying binge indulging the sweet 
tooth, Singapore has a special treat for 
everyone. All you need to do is step 
into an uninhibited landscape of joy 
and a vibrant wonderland filled with 

frozen desserts. Located on Loewen 
Road in Dempsey, the Ice Cream 
Museum is like a dream come true. 
Brimming with colours and sensory 
experiences, this paradisiacal space is 
not just for children but also for the 
child in every adult. Think pools filled 
with sprinkles, exhibits showcasing 
the history of ice cream through 
multi-sensory displays, and unlimited 
ice creams in various shapes and 
forms. Delightfully delicious!

You can continue with the theme 
of stepping back into childhood, 
or keeping the children captivated 
at another fascinating place—
Singapore’s first-ever Children’s 
Museum, which opened in December 
last year. Meant as a space for both 
learning and play, the permanent 
and rotating galleries here are both 
illuminating and enthralling. Housed 
in a century-old historic building on 
Coleman Street, the museum is home 
to numerous engaging, interactive 
exhibits. The most evocative among 
these is the one that whisks visitors 
back to the various times periods 
in Singapore’s history. Another 
unmissable delight is the exhibition 
on the wonders of nature made 
entirely of paper sculptures. 

After a sugar high, it’s time to 
fly high. Again, quite literally! The 
nation’s highest open-air ride, the 
SkyHelix Sentosa is a sky-touching 
rush of adrenaline. The ride starts 
off gently as you sit in a comfortable 
gondola that slowly circles and climbs 

Literally! Located in Cloud Forest 
at Gardens by the Bay, Avatar: The 
Experience is a truly spectacular, 
multi-sensory experience—the likes 
of which most people would never 
have seen. As you wander around 
the gigantic greenhouse, waterfalls, 
winding walkways, bioluminescent 
environment, and see the mystical 
creatures of the Na’vi, you feel as if 
you’ve stepped into the unreal world 
of Pandora. Hidden amidst these are 
creatures from the latest movie, as well. 
Making it feel even more dreamlike 
are species of natural flora that are so 
extraordinary, one would imagine they 
were unreal! Available for viewing till 
the end of March, this is a must-visit 
for sure. 

If you thought walking through 
a movie was mind-boggling enough, 
then just imagine walking in, around, 
and through paintings! Organised 

at Resorts World Sentosa, Van 
Gogh: The Immersive Experience is 
yet another brilliant extravaganza, 
offering a deep dive into the artist’s 
life and art. The exhibition uses 360° 
digital projections and hyper-realistic 
virtual reality to transport viewers 
into Van Gogh’s world of colours and 
strokes. Be transported to the sunny 
landscape of bright-yellow sunflowers, 

The spectacular exhibits at  
Avatar: The Experience at 

Gardens by the Bay.

Mesmerising showcase of The 
Starry Night at Van Gogh: The 
Immersive Experience. 

Adventurous 
guests enjoy a 
meal up in the air 
on the thrilling 
SkyHelix Sentosa.

Jump into a world of 
sprinkles at the delightful 

Ice Cream Museum.

A bagful of scents at  
Scentopia, Sentosa.
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to a height of nearly 80 metres above 
the sea. Not surprisingly, the views 
are breathtaking—it’s a liberating 
experience, to feel the wind in your 
hair and the freshness around you. 
The sight of your feet dangling in the 
air is sure to be one for the ages! You 
can even partake of some beverages 
and snacks for a meal in heaven, so to 
speak! Opt for an evening ride to get 
the most out of the experience. And 
while at Sentosa, it is a good idea to 
swing by Scentopia—a lovely place 
that lends a fascinating peek into the 
universe of scents, with scented tours, 
augmented reality activities, and even 
a perfume making bar. Take a test 
to determine perfume preferences 
and then design your own distinctive 
perfume, choosing from over 200 
fragrant oils. What’s not to love?

There’s still more to captivate 
hearts of all ages. Last year, for a few 
months, the Mandai Singapore Zoo 
introduced Staycation in the Wild. 
This unique experience, however, 
was so successful that it is back this 
year for a brief period till the end 
of March. Wildlife enthusiasts and 

adventure-junkies will love spending 
part of a day and the night camped 
out in the zoo with specially curated 
events, such as meeting gentle giants 
like elephants and other animals, as 
well as enjoying dinner in a forest 
lodge and breakfast on a terrace with 
unparalleled views of the wilderness. 
Even better is going to bed in a 
luxurious dome tent with spectacular 
views of the night sky. The entire 
experience is undeniably memorable.

SHOPAHOLIC DESIRES
Back on terra firma after a ride in the 
sky and other adventures, it’s probably 
time to get some shopping in. And 
Singapore is the ultimate destination 
for this pleasurable activity. While 
mall-hopping is definitely fun, 
there’s another unusual place waiting 
to charm. One of Bangkok’s most 
enduring places, Chatuchak Market 
makes an appearance in Singapore 
for all of March! Located at 200 
Turf Club Road, The Grandstand, 
South Carpark, this night market is 
a veritable haven for shoppers and 
foodies alike. Incredibly seductive, 

and not just because of the alluring 
aromas wafting your way from the 
many food vendors selling mouth-
watering dishes, it hosts more than 
180 merchants across retail, pop-ups, 
entertainment, and eateries, each 
displaying their exciting range of 
wares and skills.

For a more upscale shopping 
experience, the space creating the 
most buzz is the newly revamped 
Raffles City Shopping Centre, home 
to brands like Sephora, Creed, 
Australian beauty and wellness 
spa Rationale, as well as flagship 
boutiques by French brands Guerlain 
and Givenchy Beauty. 

So, while Singapore may not have 
a typical spring, it still presents plenty 
of colourful offerings to entice during 
springtime. Happily, there’s something 
for every age group, and loads of 
memories to bring back home! 

Vistara offers daily direct flights to 
Singapore from Delhi and Mumbai, and  
four times a week from Pune. 

GETTING THERE
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A family enjoys feeding elephants 
at the Mandai Singapore Zoo.
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E S C A P E CANVAS

There’s something special about taking a walk through a landscape aglow in 
warm sunshine and rippling with the colourful wonders of nature. Join us on a 
journey to some of the world’s most unusual yet wonderful gardens, designed 

to enthral with their imaginative creations and enchanting playfulness.
BY AAKRITI JASWANT 

Nong Nooch Tropical Garden,  
Pattaya, Thailand 

Spread across 500 acres, this magnificent wonderland is 
home to more than 12,000 varieties of plants and flowers, 

waterfalls, fountains, walkways, and a host of themed 
gardens that will take you on a trip around the world. From 

the beautifully landscaped grounds of a 17th century French 
Garden and the starkness of the Stonehenge park, to the wild 

beauty of Dinosaur Valley, featuring mammoth sculptures of 
these prehistoric species, an innovative Car Garden, and the 

stunning Sky Garden, there’s much to mesmerise here!

 / 105  104 /  / MARCH 2023

NO ORDINARY WALK 
IN THE PARK!

I m a g e  c o u r t e s y :  t u p i k o v /   G e t t y i m a g e s
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Tour the world  
in a private jet 
Jules Verne’s novel Around the World in 80 Days has long inspired 
readers to explore the world. And the Four Seasons Private Jet 
Experience will satisfy this craving wonderfully. Their 24-day 
‘Timeless Encounters’ voyage takes you on a tour of Oahu, Bora Bora, 
Sydney, Bali, India, Dubai, Florence, and London—all aboard a private 
jet! Savour bespoke privileges like a private tour of the Sydney Opera 
House and the opportunity to explore the Taj Mahal with a round of 
drinks. fourseasons.com 

Miracle Garden, UAE
Tantalise your senses in this garden like no other. Located in Dubai, this 
72,000-square-metre fairyland opens at the onset of winters. With more than 
150 million flowers on display, it's considered to be the world’s largest natural 
flower park. Relive your childhood by strolling through breathtaking floral 
landscapes packed with animals, airplanes, castles, and even Disney’s most 
popular character, Mickey Mouse! To maintain its inherent freshness (in every 
way!), each new season unveils something jaw-dropping to view. The garden 
also boasts cabanas with drapes and cushions for ultimate relaxation.

Lost Gardens of Heligan, England
History and nature lovers are sure to adore this lush escape. Set in historic Cornwall, the alluring property 
was built in the mid-18th century and gets its name from the fact that it was left in ruins after the World War 
I and lay almost forgotten for years. Refurbished in the 1990s, it now holds within it an expansive estate and 
magical gardens. From the Pleasure Grounds, blooming with rhododendrons from Sikkim and Maori-carved 
tree ferns from New Zealand, to the delightfully imaginative Ancient Woodlands, home to iconic sculptures 
of The Giant’s Head and the Grey Lady placed along lovely pathways—there’s a ton of fun to be had here!

E S C A P E CANVAS
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Rock Garden, India
A must-visit when in Chandigarh! 
Set near the pretty Sukhna Lake, 
the legendary Rock Garden is a 
landscape of  creativity, and that too 
with scraps of discarded materials! 
This architectural spectacle is 
the brainchild of Nek Chand who 
privately gathered industrial and 
home waste to create interesting 
structures with broken crockery, 
tiles, and glass items, as well as 
bangles, metal wires, and more. 
Today, the park features waterfalls, 
an aquarium, large swings, and trick 
mirrors, too. And donʼt miss the 
charmingly rustic doll museum! 

E S C A P E CANVAS
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Las Pozas, Mexico 
Combine the worlds of Indiana Jones
and The Jungle Book and what do you 
fi nd? This mysterious garden that leaves 
you awestruck! Built by British poet and 
playwright Edward James, an avid admirer 
of surrealism, this tropical wonder is located 
more than 2,000 feet above sea level, 
near the town of Xilitla. Interlaced with 
dense shrubbery, waterfalls, and peculiar 
structures designed by James—stairs 
that lead to ̒ heaven,̓ doors that open to 
nothing, and a labyrinthian setting—its air of 
otherworldly-ness makes one feel theyʼre 
in a dream. 

Ryoan-ji Garden,Japan
Representative of Japanese philosophy, this unusual park highlights 
an ethos of intricate attention to details. Located within the Ryoan-ji 
Zen Buddhist Temple, in Kyoto, the garden presents a uniquely simple 
formation of gravel spread out in a rectangular space, amidst which 
are 15 rocks, placed in a seemingly haphazard manner. Apparently, itʼs 
impossible to view all the formations at the same time, irrespective of 
where one stands. If anyone does, they will have attained enlightenment! 
The scenic environs also include a water garden, the Kyoyochi Pond, and 
blossoming cherry trees.
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A STITCH IN TIME! 
TATA Power’s micro-enterprise initiative, Anokha Dhaaga, works to enrich the livelihoods  
of women through several skill-building programmes that transform them into artisans.  
We chat with the team to learn more about their achievements and plans for the future.

By AAKRITI JASWANT

IN A DEVELOPING ECONOMY LIKE OURS, 
multiple channels of social and financial 
institutions to aid the commercial 
growth of the country are essential. 
Along with several government and 
private organisations, there is a valuable 
resource known as the SHG or Self Help 
Group that assists the urban and rural 
populace achieve their financial dreams. 
How do these groups work? In essence, 
they comprise associations, where 
people meet periodically to pool in 
financial resources for emergency usage. 
Women-led SHGs are even more 
poignant in the larger social context. 
Over six million in number, these groups 
provide women an avenue to enhance 
their skills and finances, link them to 
banking and credit institutions, and 
ultimately, raise their status in society.

Recognising their immense 
potential as harbingers of positive 
change, India’s ‘largest integrated 
power company’, TATA Power, is 

steadfastly committed to community 
empowerment, specifically those that 
address the challenge of supporting 
women clusters. They do this by 
providing capacity-building skills 
through specialised trainings and 
exposure to potential platforms.  
A shining example of this is the 
remarkable SHG: Anokha Dhaaga  
(A Unique Thread).   

A Revolution in the Making 
The main tenet of Anokha Dhaaga is 
‘Changing Lives, One Stitch at a Time’. 
In less than a decade, they have done just 
that. In 2015, they trained 16 women to 
manufacture ready-made garments and 
traditional handicrafts in a small district 
called Maval in Pune. This has now 
grown into a movement benefitting over 
26,000 women across eight states in 
India: Maharashtra, Jharkhand, 
Madhya Pradesh, Delhi, Rajasthan, 
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and Gujarat. 

The organisation’s goal is to 
empower women collectives, increase 
their household income, and preserve 
India’s traditional handmade crafts. 
And they aim to achieve this three-
pronged goal through training courses 
in stitching, tailoring, and making 
baskets, herbal items, and home and 
personal utilities. They also equip these 
women with end-to-end support 
through production assistance and 
market linkages. With a focus on a 
circular economy, all upcycled products 
are made using eco-friendly raw 
material. Their final aim is inclusive 
community development through a 
micro-enterprise collective approach: 
All of the women, by the women, and for 
the women! 

Not Without Their Partners 
Staying true to the theme of collective 
effort, Anokha Dhaaga recently 
launched BlessdBox, a limited-edition, Al
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Eco-friendly home décor products 
made by Anokha Dhaaga members.

C O M M U N I T Y WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 
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artistically crafted gift box series in 
collaboration with celebrity designer 
Nida Mahmood. Using sustainably 
sourced materials, the lovely curated set 
comes with six luxurious tablemats, 
serviettes, coasters, and a safety mask 
stitched in cotton and canvas by 
Anokha Dhaaga SHG members in 
Jamshedpur and Delhi. As part of the 
fair-trade model, 50 per cent of the 
sales’ earnings go back to the women 
artisans. The aim of this project is to 
increase participation of marginalised 
women in high-value markets. 

During the pandemic, the Anokha 
Dhaga members, in collaboration with 

Vistara Empowers is the airline’s flagship programme under the focus 
area of Employability Skills that aims at facilitating skill development 
initiatives for youth and young women in particular, to pave the way 

for their financial empowerment. As part of this, Vistara has been 
associated with Ashima Foundation (one of the SHGs aligned to 

the Anokha Dhaga initiative) to support its women entrepreneurs 
by procuring reusable cotton masks, tote bags, and the like, for its 

employees. The proceeds are directly disbursed to the women,  
thereby helping them become financially self-reliant.

Ashima Foundation, manufactured 
high-protection masks named SHG-95 
(trademarked), made of pure cotton 
with filters that were quality tested at 
accredited laboratories. Over 50,000 
masks were produced in the first phase 
of the project. Wellness products like 
immunity booster tea masala and 
ashwagandha powder were distributed 
across communities, too. These steps 
enabled the women to continue earning 
wages even during hard times. 

TATA Power also worked with 
Amazon India, through its programme 
Amazon Saheli, to reach India’s online 
customer base. Through this project, 

A trainer in Delhi teaching 
women to make masks.

A BlessdBox 
gift set.

Furkhana 
Ismail Khan 

at work.

C O M M U N I T Y WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 
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products made by semi-skilled women 
across India were made accessible 
around the globe. They also launched a 
website, Saheli World, to showcase 
Anokha Dhaaga’s craftsmanship. The 
organisation shares its creations on  
the celebrity event planning platform, 
Wedding Sutra, as well. 

The Road Towards Empowerment 
All these programmes have had a huge 
impact on the lives of several women. 
Many have experienced an increase of 
up to ̀ 5,000 in their monthly income, 
developed their skills, and achieved a 
space for themselves in society. 
Furkhana Ismail Khan, member of 
Anokha Dhaaga, Mumbai, says, “My 
association with Anokha Dhaaga has 
helped me develop confidence to earn a 
living and be financially independent. 
For me, it is a sisterhood that has helped 
me groom myself into a strong and 
independent member of society”. 

To enhance market linkages for 
SHG products among corporates, the 
group also wants to capture customer 
feedback to develop customised items. 
This is retail therapy with a social 
twist, and we are loving it! 
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Give a missed call on 1800 419 1508
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P R E S E N T I N G VISTARA CURATES

Picks of the Month...
VISTARA’S

BRINGING YOU THE BEST IN LUXURY, LIFESTYLE, 
AND HOSPITALITY

PULLMAN & NOVOTEL NEW DELHI AEROCITY
Located just seven minutes from IGI Airport, the plush Pullman 
& Novotel New Delhi Aerocity is the ultimate destination for 
business and leisure travellers. Offering 670 luxurious rooms, 
the property presents high-tech facilities like digital concierge 
services, a temperature-controlled pool, and automatic entry 
and exit. It also boasts one of the largest ballrooms in Delhi 
NCR—a 40,000-square-foot, pillarless marvel with a ceiling 
height of 22 feet. Foodies can indulge at the Southeast Asian 
restaurant Honk, known for its dim sums and Peking duck, while 
night owls are sure to have a great time at the Quoin, a 24/7 
sports bar. Reservations: 011-46080808/9643100475;  
pullman.accor.com 

PROMINANCE – HOMWORKS 
As ‘India’s only truly end-to-end interior design 
agency’, Homworks helps customers create a home 
that reflects their individuality—from the initial brief 
to the final installation. Whether you want a 
minimalist-styled abode or a plush modular kitchen 
with an island , the agency employs modern 
infrastructure units and certified raw materials  
to bring your vision to life. homworks.com 
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INTERLAKEN, SWITZERLAND
Visit the Swiss ‘adventure capital’ Interlaken through the 
chronicles of Olympic gold medallist, Neeraj Chopra, who 
recently visited the gorgeous region and tried out its popular 
adventure offerings. Enjoy a thrilling skydiving experience at 
14,000 feet in the air or hike to the village of Grindelwald for a 
90-meter-high, free-fall Canyon Swing into the chasm of the 
Grindelwald glacial gorge! Don’t miss Rope Park, with fun 
obstacle courses for the entire family. Finish your trip with a 
session at a Swiss chocolatier and take home your own 
handmade chocolates as a memorable souvenir.  Honeymoon or 
family holiday—it doesn’t get better than this! myswitzerland.com 

CHARAGH DIN
One of the most recognised names in Indian 
fashion, Charagh Din has set a new trend with 
their gender-inclusive boyfriend shirts! These 
chic styles offer a comfortable fit in breathable 
fabric and can be worn in multiple ways. Whether 
it’s a casual meet-up or last-minute trip, wear it as 
you like—as an outer layer, a shirtdress, and more! 
With Charagh Din, you’re sure to make heads turn 
with your  stylishly cool look. cdshirts.com 
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T H E  L A S T  W O R D

Were you an adventurous child?
I grew up in a small town called 
Bomdila in Arunachal Pradesh, which 
is great for nature lovers, trekkers, and 
those seeking spiritual experiences in 
monasteries. Adventure is in my blood. 
Ever since I can remember, I would get 
excited whenever I had a chance to do 
any kind of outdoorsy activity. I was 
always up for trying new things. 

When did climbing Everest become 
an aim and ambition for you?
I was introduced to mountaineering 
by professionals from Manipur, 
Rajasthan, and Bhutan. They were 
invited to Arunachal Pradesh by 
my husband to perform recces for 
adventure activities. I was curious 
about rock climbing and attempted 
it, with surprising ease! It impressed 
them. A chance conversation with 
one of the mountaineers convinced 
me to enrol in an adventure course in 
Manipur. Even though I was almost 
30 years old then, a mum of two, they 
told me I was fit to take it up. So, I did. 
Once there, I realised this was more 
than an adventure. It was a chance to 
bring about greater positive change. I 
was apprehensive to return home and 
tell my husband I wanted to climb 
Mount Everest. I thought he wouldn’t 
take me seriously. But my instructors 
convinced him I had the potential.

How did it feel to be the world’s 
first woman to climb Mount Everest 
twice in a single season?
I felt so proud to make a world record 
for my nation. On a personal note, I’m 
happy I didn’t give up despite facing 
many hardships along the way. 

Your Mount Everest tally…
I’ve climbed it five times. In 2011,  
I scaled it twice in 10 days, followed 
by climbs in 2013 and 2017.

Any anecdotes from the climbs?
During the first half of my first climb, 
I kept asking my guide if he thought 
I could reach the summit. He kept 
quiet. But the moment we reached 
Camp 3, he told me that looking at my 
fitness levels, he was certain I could 

reach the summit not just once but 
twice! I remember, 90 per cent of the 
climbers returned due to bad weather. 
Somehow, we carried on and bypassed 
everyone. I was getting emotional as I 
thought if I returned then, I wouldn’t 
make it back ever again. The visibility 
was very low when we reached the 
summit. I didn’t even realise when we 
scaled the peak! Due to temperatures 
of around –50° Celsius, we descended 
quickly. When we reached the base 
camp, everyone asked me how it felt.  
I couldn’t say anything as we were 
at the peak for only a few moments. 
I decided I must go back up. My 
husband thought I was hallucinating 
because of the altitude! And so, I 
climbed it again within 10 days. At the 
top, I missed my daughters and wished 
I could hug them.

Any mountaineering tips?
Don’t look for fame. Passion is 
important as you will face many 
hardships on the way. To overcome 
them, you need to believe in your 
purpose. Surrender to Mother Nature 
and be environmentally conscious. 

What’s next for Anshu?
I want to scale unclimbed mountains 
and motivate people, especially the 
younger generation, to reach their  
true potential. Al
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MOVING 
MOUNTAINS

Ace mountaineer, winner of the Padma Shree and Tenzing 
Norgay National Adventure Award, and the first woman 
in the world to scale Mount Everest twice in a season, 

Anshu Jamsenpa speaks with us about her journey  
to the top of the world. 

By ANANYA BAHL
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